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PREFACE 
The aim of this thesis is to show definite passages 
in Shakespeare's plays which reflect the Renaissance ideals 
of courtly conduct and discipline in the character of the 
courtier. This project, it would seem, has not been defi-
ni te.ly treated in any work save Albert Eichler's article, 
nshakespeares Begriff des Gentleman", which appeared in the 
Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrift in 1921 (83: 358-70). 
Mr. Eichler's purpose differs from this in that he did not 
attempt to demonstrate the Renaissance ideals of conduct and 
discipline, but rather subjected Shakespeare's concept of the 
gentleman to close scrutiny. 
The course of the present study is limited to the 
courtier as a representative in both a negative and positive 
aspect of the currents of sixteenth-century life in the 
draiPSS as well as in actual life. rrhe most important Italian 
and English courtesy books of the sixteenth century, surveys 
of the Elizabethan period, and all the dramas of Shakespeare 
have been examined. The material has been carefully sifted 
and any irrelevant matter has been excluded. The ae,cumu-
lation of data points to the fact that the dramatist did 
iii 
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present a ~ourtier type in his plays who either conformed to, 
or, as 1n some cases, disregarded the norms of courtly con-
duct. It has also been necessary to inr-lude the speeches of 
ro:val persona~es where it seemed that they represented either 
in their conversation or actions those standards of the 
courtier set forth by Castiglione. 
The bibliography of this thesis lists only those works 
which specifically treated: the courtier, the reriod, and 
Shakespeare. Al thoug)1 numerous other valuable books were con-
sulted, they have not been mentioned and the list of references 
includes only relevant material. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE IDEAL COURTIER 
The Renaissance spirit fonnd peace and security in 
Italy; soon it magnificently bore its bounty of beauty and 
decadence, creation and destruction across Germany and France, 
at last tonching the soul of England. In Italy this spirit 
was pure Renaissance, but in England, so insular in character, 
it was a rarified Renaissance accompanied by shifts and vari-
ations in the social and political life. This movement stimll-
lated a new attitude toward man's i:ntellecbJal life, en-
c!.eavoring at the same time to mould his different faculties 
accordin~ to the ideal of universality; and with a changing 
conception of beauty, it challenged the old ~tandards of as-
ceticism. ~rhis hmnanistic creed acknowledged the presence of 
earthly elements in man's being; stressed the facts that man 
differed from all other creatures on account of his endowed 
r~ason and that he alone knew his Inoral worth and dignity 
( 27:8). 
Lewis Einstein has admirably surveyed this scene of 
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century England. He enumerates 
certain dominant characteristics of the period: a sensitive-
ness to impression; daring thought which led to action and 
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action which led to thought; a self-consciousness of the 
importance of ~an which culminated in a conmon desire to 
achieve fame; a deeper appreciation of nature and the 
pleasures derived from gardening; and a distinct change 1n 
the attitude tow8.rd women which had its rise in ItP.ly where 
women sponsored courts of intellect and surrounded themselves 
with scholars, artists, musicians, and poets (17:258-67). 
:;,,_rin'" the RenFLiss:::mce men became imbued with Italianism, 
patriotic exultation, a hiightened conception of art, a 
spirit of independence, and an increased reverence·for the 
classical ave. They despised the Middle Ages, and directed 
a movern_ent against the simplicity, the energy, the mysticism, 
the freshness, and orie;inalitv of that period because they 
failed to realize that the evolvmng culture of that period 
was stifled b· the rich exuberance of the Renaissance. They 
looked beyond the previous century to the days of classimal 
RoroB and Greece, and there they found their models and 
inspiration. 
The influence of these tendencies coupled with the r1se 
of colonization and commercialization, of turbulence and 
chivf1lry, of sensationalism and Platonic philosophy, of 
skenticism and fanati('ism, of love and adventure (79:672), all 
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are manifested in Renaissance literature. E.E.Stoll 
skillfully points out that literature usually reflects the 
taste of the time rather than the time itself, and often the 
brtro Are widely different. 
INe like what we are not, or we are not what we think we are. 
Literature is, of course, not life, neither history nor 
material for history, but a scroll whereon are traced, are 
charactered the unfettered thou[hts of writer and reader, -
a life within life, fancy sornewha:b at odds with fact ( 71:39). 
The Tudor period, tainted with immorality, license, and 
greed, was marked by parallel movements which assmned contra-
dictory forms. 
The vrowth of luxury and the introduction of foreip:n re-
finements aided the pursuit of pleasure as circumstances, 
which if they did not directly make for immorR.li ty, were yet 
associated therewith (17:242). 
The intellectuPl roterie of the nobility patronized 
poetry and drama with consistent enthusiasm and ~enerosity. 
Miss Huth Kelso asserts that "Elizabethan men of letters, 
in imitation of their Italian contem:roraries", habitually 
anpl i ed their ino·enui tv to the invention of fantastic devices ~- ~ ~ 
for their natrons and for themselves (26:xvii-xviii). 
·'· 
The or;~·ani~a tiofl of the English state vested su:rr-eme 
power in the person of the sovereign which was tempered by 
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wisdorr and directed toward the welfare of the people (16:82). 
The ruler possessed the power to dispose of his or her 
su!,jects' lives,R.lthon0'h the RenaisRance developed a new spirit 
of individual independence. The most illustrious fi.c;ures of 
the period followed the dictates of the ruler, and entered 
unon a career of diplomacy and statecraft. The courtiers, 
however, studied the character of the prince and sought to be 
near him because i ntiwacj with him conferred a nower and a 
lustre to their activities in an age when ambition ran high, 
ana other avenues of distinction were non-existent or re-
stricted (17:37). 
This characteristic of real life was carried over into 
literatnre; it helped to evolve the vosue of the history play, 
which derived its material from political and imperial 
ambition either in contemporary conditions or in the records 
of previous reit:ns. Shakespeare treats many of the charac-
. teristic political views of the Elizabethans, for example, that 
of t~e ylory and inviolability of soverei~nty, even of de facto 
sov~reipnty, "also that of the power and honesty of the 
courtiers and wickedness of the flatterers", above all that of 
the "feel inr: for the f::lory and g:reatnesR of the corrrrnonweal th" 
(13:12). This tide of patriotic feeling and vigorous 
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nationality had for centuries been slowly crowlng in 
strength, "intelligence and manliness" was at its height, and 
the members of all classes were possessed of a hearty English 
enthusiasm and deep, national pride (23:vol.l, 149). In 
Tudor Ideals Lewis Einstein states, 
The national characteristics of the Enrlish in the sixteenth 
'-
century, were trrits exhibited by a vigorous and gifted race 
who, after B. long intellectual somnolence, were suddenly 
aroused ana quickened bv a succession of such forces as have 
alwa:rs stirre~d mankind. Adventure, ambition, and patriotic 
feeli:ng were impulses, a free horizon and boundless oppor-
tunity the condition, and a fresh outlook with its vision of 
new worlds the atmospheres (17:108). 
G,ueen Elizabeth upheld the :rrecedents est11blished by 
Henry VII and Henry VIII, and,throup;h an indomitable will 
plus a powerful personality, made her reign immortal in 
En:rlish history and literature. It was an age of opportunity 
for all English people, whom Smith in De Rej>ublica Anglorum 
of Gentlemen, 1551, divided into six classes: king, gentle-
men, citizens, burgesses, yeomen, and the lower classes (75:6). 
Industrious scholanship or bravery in battle often advanced 
~en from one class to another. For the most part sharp class 
distinctions were maintained, as illustrated by :Montjoy's 
speech in King Henry V, 
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To sort nnr nobles from our common men. 
For many of our p_rince s - woe the while! -
Lie drowned and eoak'd in mercenary blood; 
So do our vulgar drench their peasant limbs 
In blood of princes; ••• (40:IV,7, 77-81) 
rrhe Henaissanre found a warm welcome in the English 
coPrt which, hir:h above the roots of national life, graciously 
received novelties and unconsciously performed a function of 
usefulness in the state (17:112). The new concepts which it 
encouraged were: a desire for educ2tion, a craving for 
sensuous beauty, a realization of the importance of literature 
and arms. These were developed by the best energies of the 
nation who gravitated around the queen (17:325-37). 
Elizabeth's court was royal i11 every detail; the 
buildings, furnishings, and costumes were extravagantly rich. 
Her personal chamber was hun~ in rna,:::nificent tapestries, while 
the floor was covered with hay, matting, and a few carpets. 
The apparel worn by the queen, the lords and ladies, and other 
attendants was luxuriou.s. (There are several exaggerated 
accounts of Elizabeth's love of extrerne clothes and a deep 
pride in her physical beauty). The oueen inherited 
..L her 
insatiate admiration of fine clothes and precious trinkets, of 
music and dancing, of riding and hunting from her Tudor 
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ancestors (33:79). 
Her household was highly organized and systematized. The 
three main departments were the out-of-doors, controlled by 
the }Faster of the Horse; the downstairs,· directed by the Lord 
Steward; and the upstairs, the most important section, guided 
by the Lord Chamberlain. These were again divided into numer-
ous other denartments, each intrinsically important and 
carefully supervised. 
As has been previously em~hasized, the rlourt was a place 
where hirh prizes misht be won. In E.K.Chambe~s~ treatment of 
the Elizabethan court in Shakespeare's Englani!_, hs aptly states 
that 
To the lads of England it offered in antici~ation a romantic 
adventure 1 and in retrospect too often a memory of sordid intrigue \33:vol.l,81). 
The moral standard of the court was a debatable question. In 
many cases those who wrote about it were distinctly separated 
from its sphere of activity, conswquently the pictures were 
biased and inaccurate. Georg Brandes depicts the court of 
Elizabeth as an improvement on those of her predecessors (4:88). 
The prominent English gallants who graeed the court were: 
Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Walter Raleigh, the Earls of Bedford 
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and Vviltshire, Sir Francis Br:van, Sir Thomas Wyatt, Sir 
Philip Hoby; and the favoured included:the Earl of Arundel, 
Sir Vv'illiam Pickering, Lord Robert Dudley, the Earl of 
Southampton, and Essex (16:90 and 33:vol.l,81). 
One of the rr1ost noted foreign nobles of the period was 
GonCiornar, the Spanish envoy, Don Diego Sarmiento de Acuna. 
He manaeed men in an able manner; awed by his rare firmness 
of decision; won victories by exemplary suppleness; at all 
times knew when to speak and when to maintain silence; and 
understood how to further the Spanish king's aims by the most 
intelligent means (4:89). 
The ability to please the ruler became the avenue for 
preferment. Court life was not conducive to character 
elevation, consequently, the courtier tended to become an 
indifferent tool to whatever did not lead to royal favor. He 
was without independent standing and was compelled to show 
pliability and debasement, in the end sometimes foreetting 
his self-respect. Since Elizabeth often gave freely to her 
favorites, lawyers, courtiers,and others joined in macl 
attempts to obtain· a part of the royal spoils - spoils gained 
from cow~erce, war, and the Church. This affected the par-
ticipant's standards of living, making them too extravagant 
and unbridled. In order to add to their fortunes,many nobles 
engaged in trade and trafficked at court (26:40-42). 
On the other hand serious efforts were being made to 
train the upper classes for state duties. Elizabeth herself 
knew Greek, Latin, modern languages, theology, and music. The 
nobles patronized the arts; English men wanted to shine in 
letters; and education:spread rapidly, spurred on by Italian 
humanism and diligent scholarship. No longer was a knowledre 
of hunting, hawkin~, and heraldry considered the sole 
essentials in a gentleman's educationC16:110-14 and 25:53). 
The elder Sidney advised his son to study assiduously, to be 
careful of his tongue, to drink seldom yet enough not to 
betray the effects;while the younger Sidney counseled his 
brother to cultivate mathematics, Latin, history, to practice 
oratory and poetry for ornament, to learn music for his 
personal solace, and to acquire dexteri t;y in the use of the 
sword and the daO'o·er (25:54). t:)C) 
The principle recreational activity at court consisted 
in the revels, plays, or masques created by Spenser, Lyly, 
Peele, Lodge, .Jonson, Beaumont, FletcheP, and Shakespeare. 
The wPiters for courtly circles like Lyly professed to regard 
the actions of royalty as being only of divine concern. 
~ 
------------------------------~-----------------------------· 
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Shakespeare exnressed this idea of the sacredness of royalty 
without :?,iving-reason to suppose that it was foreign to his 
political convictions (16:18). 
These entertainments were less lavish in the early years of 
the queen's reign because of a ruined exchequer. As time 
went on, elaborate plays wer~ given at court, but as George 
Pierce Baker states, 
• . • • the strength of the Elizabethan drama as contratted 
with that of the time of James, or, more accurately, the 
drama of 1608-1642, is that it reflects the interests and 
ideals of the great body of the people rather than of the 
Court or any literary coterie (3:1~). 
The study of these dramatists definitely reveals the temper 
of the age. It is clear,for instance, that the Elizabethans 
were not ashamed of their moral intentions. 
From Sidney to Jonson it is agreed that the "very end of 
Poesie" is the delightful teaching of morality; to make men 
love the good and eschew the evil. And Sidney, the adored 
representative of his time, expresses its characteristic 
idealism and its hit_:h seriousness when in a famous passage 
he asserts the ultimate moral purpose of all learning: "This 
purifyin_c::: of wit, this enriching of memory, enrolling of 
judgement, and enlarp:ing of conceit, which we commonly call 
learning, under what nB~e soever it come forth, and draw us 
to as high a perfection as our degenerate souls made worse 
by their clayey lodging, can be capable of" (87:457). 
Life in Shakespeare's England was an adventurous and 
~· colorful affair; its prospects delighted and its realizations 
~--------------~ 
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disillusioned, but the literary productions of the age are 
an adequate proof that the Renaissance in England cultivated 
man's mind as well as his manners. 
The literature produced during the sixteenth century 
was human in character, high in thought, and chivalrous in 
feeling. Feudal days were not yet forgotten; however, jousts 
had become contests in intellectual vigor rather than 
physical strength. The interests of the period were con-
cerned with man as an individual, as a unit of society, as a 
su~porter of the state, and as an ornament of the court. This 
humanistic interest gave rise to a cult of courtesy which 
found expression in courtesy books. Miss Kelso in her excel-
lent study, The Doctrine of the English Gentleman in the 
Si.xteenth Century, has an extensive list of such Italian and 
English treatises. Two of the most impoPtant and certainly 
the most influential Italian works are Il Libro del Cortegiano 
by Baldassare Castir;lione and the Galateo.by Giovanni Della 
CaC!a. 
Any account of court life in England in the sixteenth 
century would be incomrlete without careful attention being 
given to these voltunes which gave a clear expression of the 
~nderlying principles of the ?ourtier's art, and which 
advocated a new ideal of soc1al conduct" (16:61). 
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Sir Thomas Hoby hastened the effect of this new ideal 
of social conduct on theEnglish nobility by translating 
Castiglione's work in 1561, some fifty years after its 
composition. Il Libra del Cortegiano was based on discussions 
which took ~lace at the Court of Urbina in 1507. The four 
discursive books of this work asked and answered for Renais-
sance gentlemen the questions: VI/hat sort of an individual 
was the ideal courtier? i.nJhat was his heri tarre? Vv'hat did he 
'-' 
kn0w and how did he act? Vmat were his purposes in life? 
Count Lewis set these standards for his courtier: 
I will have this onr Courtier therefore to bee a gentleman 
borne and of a-gdod house. For it is a great deale less 
dispraise for him that is not ·borne a r:entlem~m to faile in 
the actes of vertue, than for a rentlem8n. If he swerve from 
the steps of his ancestors, hee staineth the naFe of his 
familie •••• The Courtier therefore, beside noblenesse of 
birth, I will have him to bee fortunate in this behalfe, and 
by nature to have not onely a wit, and a comely shape of 
persnn and co,Jntemmce, b,,t also a certaine. grace, and (as 
they say) a hewe that shall make him at the first sicht 
acceptable and loving unto who so behold hi:rn. ( s:1: 31-32 and 33). 
This was the keynote of the courtier's life - to be pleasing 
to all. 
The group at Urbina did not wholly acknowledge that 
noble birth was a prerequisite for a courtier, but they did 
agree that a courtier should be of good shape, well·-
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proportioned, strong, agile, ~nd intelligent. 
And such a countenance as this is, will I have our Courtier 
to have, and not so soft and womanish as many procure to have, 
that doe not onely courle the haire and picke the browes, but 
also pampre themselves in everie point like the most wanton 
and dishonest woman in the world: and a man would think them 
in ~oing, in standing, and in all gestures so tender and 
faint, that their members were readie to flee one from 
another and their words they pronounce so drawing:ly, that a 
man would weene that they were aj that instant yeelding U!l the 
ghost and higher in degree that men ~re they talk withall, the 
more they use such fashions (9:39). 
The physical exercises in which a gentleman might 
indulge were : ridinr;, swiiJlTiiing, leaping, runnin,e:, vaulting, 
castinp the stone, and tennis; but he scorned the proletarian 
sports of tumbling, climbing, and wrestling. 
In adaition to sound physical development, the courtier 
needed adequate mental training. To be a ~ood scholar 
'"~· 
require(] the practicing of "good thin:res", ?1ersistent 
diligence in i~itatin~ the "maister", and if it were possible 
even "chauncing himselfe into him" (9:45). 
rrhe SOcial P'races recommended to the COUrtier i:Dcluded: ( __ . 
conversP tion, wri tinp-, dancing, music, and paint in&~. 
Castirlione emphasized the first two, 
Likewise (when he shall see time) to have the understanding 
to s:peake with die:nitie and vehemencie and to raise those 
affections which our mindea have in them, and to inflame or 
.,.. .. 
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stirre them according to the matter: sometime with a 
simnlicitie of such meeknesse of minde, that a man would 
wee~e nature herselfe spake to make them tender and ( as it 
were ) dronken with SWeetness: and with Sl1Ch conveyance of 
easinesse, that who so heareth him, may conceive a good 
opinion of hi::n.selfe, and thinkethat he also with verie little 
aCioe, might attaine. to that .perfection, but when hee cornmeth 
tn the proofe, shall finde himselfP farre wide •••••• 
I would have our Courtier to sneake and write in that 
sorte, and not onely choose gol"'::eous- and fine 1111ordes out of 
eve pv nar>t nf 1tal ie. h,1t r-> l. ,::I) T wo,Jld iudo-e him worth ie 
praise·' to use some of those terme s botl1 "Fr~nch and Snani sh, 
which by our custome have beene admitted (9:57). ~ 
Later in the discourse he states that the "good use of speech" 
resulted from the possession of wit, learning, practice, and 
Good judgement in the selection of words. Likewise, the 
courtier was to avoid the seductions of e~~losity and to 
adapt his conversation to the disposition of his audience 
(9:59). 
This ideal man was to speak the trfith in a sweet, 
merry manner, with conceits and jests in order to delight his 
hearers; to hide his musical and artistic abilities, yet to 
know the principles of painting and sculpture; and to be at 
all times, honest, well-meaning, good,· wise, virile, and 
temperate. tie was to avoid druP..kenness, ~luttony, ridltous 
livin?, and rude behaviour. 
And therefore in mine opinion, as mu_sicke, sportes, p8.rtimes 
,., .. 
1.-- t'J-
and other :nleasant faRhions, are (as a man woulde sav) the 
flo11re of Courtlinesse, even so is the training and helping 
forworde of the Prince to goodnesse, and fearing him from 
evil, the finite of it (9:260-61). 
Then Castiplione formulated the purpose of the 
courtier in life: 
Wherefoee a,e:reeine' to his ornn1ons, and be si_de the rest, as 
touching noblenesse of birth, wit and disposition of person, 
and grace of countenance, I say unto you that to get hi111 
111un•i)1ie prr.yse a.nd a p;ood e Rtimation with all men, and 
favonr with such p-reat men as he sh~dl attend upon, me thinke 
it is behoveful he have the unc1erstr-<nO.ing to frame all his 
1 ife and to set forth his good qualities .sene rally in 
-company with all men without purchasing himself eny • • • 
Therefore it behoveth our_ Courtier in all his doinP's to be 
charie and heedfull, and what he so saith or doth to 
accompany it with wisedo:rn, and not onely to set his delite to 
have in himselfe partes and excellent qualities, but also to 
order the tenor of his life after such a trade, that the 
whole ~ay be answerable unto these partes and see the selfe 
same to bee alwaies and in everything such, that it disagree 
not froiJl itselfe, but make one bodie of these good qualities, 
so that every deede of his may bee co:rr:pact and framed of all 
vertues, as the Stoikes say the duetie of a wise man is: al 
though notwithstanding alwaies rme vertue is the principall, 
but all are so knit and linkeu one to another, that they 
tende to one ende, and all may be applyed and serve to-every 
purpose ( 9:94). 
He forbade him to be sad, melancholy, or solemn before his 
rrince; to be ill-tongued about his superiors; to be saucy or 
contentious; to lie or flatter; to boast or asl favors from 
his prince (9:106-07 and 111). 
,. 
~-------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Castir'lione recoJrlmended black as the most suitable 
'-' 
col·>r for ordinar;if attire, but ad:rni tted that "upon armor it 
is more meete to have sightl~ and merrie colors, and also 
garments for pleasure cut pompous and rich" (9:116). rrhe 
apparel of the courtier was expected to confoPID in stvle, 
color, and material to the mode. 
But to speake that I thinke is most requisite as touching 
apparell, I will.have the Courtier in all hys garmentes 
handsnrrJ.e and cleanely, and take a certaine deli[r·ht in modest 
. . ~ precisenes, but not for all that after a womanish or light 
manner, neyther more in one poynte then in another, as wee 
see manv so curious about their haire, that they forget all 
the reste (9:117). 
Il Cortegiano as a dissertation on manners prescribes 
the correct methods to use in do in~·· many things. It even 
goes so ;J:,a.r as to instruct the lover in the proper procedure 
to follow in order that he might be loved by his lady. lie 
was to be content with whatever tokens on looks that she 
be stowed upon lhi1n.. 
For if beautie, manners, wit, goodnesse,~ knowledge, sober 
moode, and so many other vertuous conditions which wee have 
given the woman, be the cause of the Courtier's love toward 
her, the end also of this love must needes be vertuous, and if 
noblenesse of birth, skilfilnesse in martiall feates, in 
letters, in musicke, gentlenesse, beinr both in speech and 
behaviour indowed with so many graces, be the meanes where-
withall the Courtier compasseth the woman's love, the ende 
of that love must needes-be of the same condition that the 
r . 
k 
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:rneanes are l•v the which hee cometh to it (9:241-42). 
The essence of Gastiglione's concention of the 
courtier was that of an individual of noble birth, cemely 
behaviour, pleasantness, and practice in many exercises, both 
physical and men~al. ~rhe gentlemen of the Renaissance 
modeled their lives and their conduct anter Castiglione's 
de sip·n; they followed his instructions and heeded his 
admor>itions. 
Della Gasa obtained some of his ideas from this 
dictator of etiquette for his Galatea, the mos,t important 
successor to Il Libro del Cortegiano. He was a1so influenced 
by Aristotle's NichoTI'achean Ethics, Plutarch's Moral Treatises, 
Theophrastus' Characters, and Sannazaro's Arcadia. The 
English were introduced to this work in 1576 when Robert 
Peterso'l published his translAtion of The Galatea of Maister 
John Della Casa, Archbisho-r of Benevento or rather, A Treatise 
of the Manners and Behaviours, it behoveth a man to use and 
--- -- - . ---------
eschewe, in his familiar 6onversation. A ~orke very 
necessary and profitable for all Gentlemen or Other. 
The Tu~or nobles learned of the current fashions at the 
conrt s of Urbino, l·fantua, and Ferrara, al thoue:h the author 
tried. to elucidate the ideals of manners which were no lono·er 
''-' 
~------------------~ 
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limited to courts and courtiers, but which were common to 
cultivated civilians (13:xix). He attempted to develop~ 
norm for social conduct which he thouc:ht was to be found in 
the desire to please; thus he was interested only in the 
superficial aspects of life based on the efforts: 
••• to please others; to win their rrood graces and one's 
own ultimate success; to be sweetly reasonable in conforming 
to eustom; to perform every act with an eye to its effect 
upon those about us, - on the basis of ideas as elementary 
yet appealinc:: as these, he formulates in detail the precepts 
of conduct for daily human intercourse in a refined 
society (13:11-15). 
He believed that good manners and fashions were those 
things which delighted and did not offend the senses, minds, 
or ronceits with which man lived (13:98-99). He made his 
ideas practicable by showing how to convert ideals into 
real5tv; ~an was not only requibed to do things,but he was 
also required to do them 1Jell and with good grace, disiJosing 
of them in the proper order (13:102). He warned the 
uourtier to refrain from any act which might offend the 
. senses, be unpleasant to the imagination, or affect the doer 
or onlooker as a loathsome deed (13:17). ne,likewis~, 
forbarte gentlemen to sing if they had unpleasant voices, to 
cough or sneeze, to spit or yawn, to sleep or read before 
r------------r r. 
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company, to pare their nails or shuffle their feet. At the 
table the courtier wa8 expected to observe the niceties of 
' 
table etiquette, and to sit erectly during his meal. 0ince 
Della Casa was a firm follower of convention, he urged the 
young gentlemen not to rebel against common custom in these 
matters. He advised them to we.ar well-made and closely 
fi ttin~ p·arments cut on the popular pattern from the tra-
ditional material (13:28-29). He insisted that in conver-
sation the noble should employ only apt and proper words, 
careful!~ avoiding any which hinted at jesting, obscenity, 
cursing, flattery, and boasting (13:44 and 77). He con-
sidered selfishness, pride, temper, clownishness, and 
boldness intolerable because 
Eache man desireth to bee well thOUf''t of, Albeit there 
bee no valour or ~ondness in him (13:31). 
followed 
If the courtier,_these mandates, he was sure to obtain respect 
and admiration. 
These are the most important Italian courtesy books 
of the sixteenth century, but other works of value to the 
Renaissance courtier were: Lawrence Humphrey's The Nobles or 
of Nobilitie, 1563; Sir John Battista Nenna's Nennio or a 
- --
treatise of nobility; John Lyly's Euphues, l580,and Euphues 
~~----~~-----· 
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and His England, 1581; Peter de la Primaudaye's The French 
Academie, 1586, which is a discourse on manners, precepts, 
and c1ort~ines relative to nobility; and Annibale'Romei's 
The Courtier's Academie, 1598, in which beauty, human love, 
honor, oombat, nobility, riches, and the precedence of 
letters or arms WErre discussed. This list is not intended to 
be exhaustive, but is in~luded for the purpose of showing the 
prevalence of covrtesy, travel, and philosophical works after 
1528. The rapid increase of such works during the sixteenth 
century was acdelerated; it continued to pour forth upon the 
reading public,courtesy books throughout the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. The practice is still goinf un inder a 
somewhat different guise today. 
'I'he contagious spirit of the Renaissance swept from 
Italy across the sea to England, infusing into that insular 
nation the current ideals and customs, bringing with it as 
a necessary accompaniment,the popular courtesy book. 
Sir Thomas Hobv had introduced the Tudor nobles to ,, 
The Book of the Courtier in 1568. This work stimulated the 
English writers to expound their concept of manners, education 
exercises which formed the outward suise of gertlemen. 
English version was inferior to the Italian in that it 
r------------. 
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aia not stre~s the art of pleasing, but skill in statecraft. 
The most popular courte s)r books published during the 
sixteAnth centnrv in Eno-land were: Thomas Elyot's The 
u -
g_o_Y-_ernour, 1531; Thomas Wilson's The Art~_ of m.hetorique, 1553; 
and r{oger As cham's The Scholemaster, 1570. 
ThomR~ Elvot's treatise prese~ted the virtues and ideals. 
essential in a ruler or governor. It was not particularly 
con~erned with the courtier's standard of living, but it did 
enurnerate the inclusive virtues of justice, fidelity, loyalty, 
fortitude, care, patience, magnanimity, temperance, abstinence 
continence, ~onstancy, ~oderPtion, sobriety, sapience, 
pruilence, :rnajestv, hn111anity, benevolence, beneficence, 
liberality, and friendsh~~. 
rrhe Arte of w~~etorioue was a st11ihr ()f the princi:-les 
of comDosition. ~hArA R~e P few casual remarks about the 
court or contemporary r:-o11ditions; Wilson nep1ored the habit, 
\;~Tee ;,,il(l'e bv ~nnHr>ell, bv J\.prnm1:r, 0~ h•r h~rnesse, what a 
man is ~f stPt~~e or bignesse (77:127). 
The Scholematter was a sort of text for the instruction 
of chfuldren in writin(l' and speaking Latin, but it conta1ns 
several i]_]_,,minatin2 passages about the Court and the actions 
~--------' 
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of the noble r:lass. He warns t11e members of the Court group, 
Take hede therfore, ye ~reat 0 TI.es in · e Court, ~ea thou:h ye 
be the .(1'reatest of all, take hede what ye do, take hede how 
ve live~ .Wor as you zreat ones use to do, so all ~eane men 
love to do. You be indeed, makers or marrers, of all mens 
meners within the Realrne (2:220). 
He aro-ned tJ1at if the nnbles served (.',od reladlv for the sake 
(,_ '·· t. 
of their consciences, they would carry the Bourt with them 
and correct anv disorders in relip)on ( 2:220). 
Ascham's ideas on suitable exercises for the nobility 
were similar to those ex~ounded by Castiglione and Della 
Casa. 
Therefore, to ride cumlie: to run faire at the tilte or ring: 
to place at all weapones: to shoot faire in bow; or surelie 
in con: to Vfl.ult lustely: to runne: to leane: to wrestle: to 
swi:fn:rne: To dance cnrnlie: to sing, and 1Jlaye of instruementes 
c1mnyngly: to Ha1:v-ke: to hunte: to :nlaye at tennes, & all 
Uftstime s ffenerally, which. he jo"rned in labor, used in open 
nlace, and on the day light, contein~n~ either some fitte 
exercise for warre, or some pleasant pastime for peace, be 
not onel ie c1JTI1l ie and decent, but also verie nece ssarie, for 
a Conrtelie r~entleman to use ( 2:217). 
The onlv discrepancies i~mediately apparent between his list 
o-P PeCOlJliDenrled sports and the Italian lists are that he 
includes wrestling as a fitting entertainment for a noble, 
and that he does not qualify the socir~l graces of sinring 
and playing. 
r------~--------~ 
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In Spenser's works there are nu:rnerous allusions to 
the heritap;e and conduct of nobilit?• This is especiallv 
- ~ 
ro,rotesv js on a paP with the p;reat virtnes of holiness, 
temnerance,and justice. His ideas on this subject echoed 
those oM Della Casa, who ranked courtesy with justice and 
forti tl,_de, and those of ~~:ulcaster, who placed a courteous, 
civil, and well-dis~osed mind in a superior class. 
Professor Judson traces the Italian influence which 
1s ap~arent in the poet's work, and concludes that Sir 
C~lidore corresponds to Casti~lione's ideal. He comes from 
~~entle stock; has a charmin_s manner; he is uniforrn_ly courteous 
to his suneriors and inferiors; he is ready to aid the 
sufferine;; he is map;naniJ11ous to his rivals in love or war; he 
is frank and tho110'htful, filled with vipor anCi courage. The 
kni(:"ht nossesses the accomplishments of skill in arms and 
wroestl-i_-ng, fleetness in ru-rnin_s, success as a hm:ter, t:race 
as a dancer, and ability as a composer of love songs, yet 
like the courtier advocated by Gonzaga, he i0 :rnrHlest (84: 
123-26). 
rrhe 2:eneral :!JUrpose of The Faerie Queen_~_ was " to 
fashion a gentleman or noble person in virtuous and gentle 
rc----.- ------------, 
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. . l. tl 
cllSCl"D 1ne • 'Phe poet was inspired by a grand self-cul t11re 
w}d(>h eT"':nloyed the means of godlines.s, "elf-mastery, chastity, 
fraternit~r, justice, (>ourtesy,. constan(>v to form a co:rnll1ete 
character (14:13). Suenser defined courtesy as, 
a spontaneous benevolence toward others rather than a ('ode 
of ~R""e~s, an~ hence can be found beautifully manifested 
fa~ from_ co11rt and even in the obscurest retirement (84:136). 
+i,e finAd: pvnr>ession nf conrtesv in Spenser's eves (P4:1:~13). 
Fro:r1 this brief survey of Italian and En~liRh co11rtesy 
bookR, it is evi<lent that the ideR.ls of the two nations 
diffe:r>ed_ in re.'·ara_ to objectives. Tb-e co,,rt 111r~s conceived 1n 
, . . .l l. ht a nlRSlml ar 1g • In Italy the courtier was a man fitted 
to conquer in vvar, to co,msel his !_}rlnce, or to live at 
('nnrt where he souFht tn achieve personal perfection. 'rhe 
Italian writers disti:r..n:uish between the courtier, whr:se 
tmrnose in 1ife was ser1ous or frivolous Rttendarce on the 
11'rince, and the other Tien at court, who served the sovereign 
in an official or political capacity su(>h as the counsellors, 
secretaries, ambassadors, or mflr:istrates. In Ene·lanii the 
eo,Jrtiers strove to surpass in statecrt:1.ft ( 26:51). The 
En0'lish wr-iters did not emphasize the rieed for military pride 
rr 
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and progress; in fact they warned against too mnch attention 
to arms, which they did not consi.der a necessarv part of the 
pentlern_an's accorrr-~lishments. They rJelieved that, 
In time of need he w1st be ready to defend his country 
a~ainst foreign invasion or internal uprising. Shooting the 
lon::r bow, hu.ntin~·, fencing~, swimming, and riel ing the great 
horse, thourh ur~ed primaPiiliy as becoming and healthful 
exercises for centlemen, were urged also as necessPJ>Y or 
helnful training for war • • • The addition of learnin?, 
ed11cation in the liberal arts, to the requirements of a 
r'entleman was the m.ost conspicuous contribution of the 
kenascence to the developme~t of the modern ideal (26:48). 
The cul ti vat im1 of man's mind and manners was the 
princi~le aim of the doctrinA of the Elizabethan zentleman~ 
The nerfect man nf the Renaissance' strove fnr excellence 
in e~ery branch of ~wan activity, both intellectual and 
nhvsicAl, trvins at the s~me time to be a statesman and an 
athlete, poet and scientist, philosopher and courtier (16:68). 
I iss q_,1th Kelso has examined the OO~'trine of the 
c-·entleman in the sixteenth century, definin2 him, reviewing 
the theory of the favored class, the suitable occupations for 
nobles to engage in, the established moral code for a 
:entleman, en11cation, eYercises,and recreation.. She believes 
'" that the Elizabethan sentleman took his virtues, his 
statecraft, and pedagogy from the Greelt:s anri Romans; he drew 
his manners in peace and his conduct in war fr0:rn chivalry; he 
~----------------~ 
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inhe ri_ ted his f,,ndarnental notion of his favored nn s i tion in 
the state from rneAieval politicians; and he.accepted as his 
relifion, Christianity (26:13). 
The complex movements which broupht about the change 
from feudal knizht to zentleman may be briefly sugrested here. 
The effect of the Tudor ~olicv was the concentratio~ of 
political power in the sovereign, thus making the court the 
rerl re~ter of the nation. Political conditions conspired 
with the unwarlike character of all the Tudors to shift the 
emphasis from military to civil service; the knight becaJTle a 
":entleman, a man essentially drawn to the pursuits of peace. 
Another element was the dispersion of education throughout the 
people, which was augmented by the increased proiiuct i_on of 
printe~ books. The new com~ercial and economic activity 
evtended the distribution of wealth to the middle class 
(26:14-17). 
The three significant develop~ents of the sixteenth 
eentury were: the shifting of em~hasis in civil ern:nloyrnents, 
the addition of learning as an essential, and the beginning 
of the demncratization of the ~entleman (13:17). 
The best summary of the period is renrj nted from 
S2:muel Daniel's The Collection of the Histo_r_y_ of England: 
i 
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A time not of that viriliti as the former, but more subtile, 
and let out into wider notions, ana bolder discoveries of 
whAt lay hi.cln.en before. A time wher>ei.n heg;an a greater 
imnr>rnrement of the Sovereigntie and more came to be affected 
b:v- vvit thAn the sword: Equal and just encounters, of State 
and State in forces, ana of Prince, and price in sufficiencie. 
The or)eninz of a new world, which strangely ordered the 
manrer of this, enhancing both the rate of all things, by the 
inanction of Infinite Treasure, & opened a wider way to 
corruption, whereby Princes e;ot much without their· swords: 
Protections and Confederations to counterpoyse, & prevent 
overvrowing powers, came to bee maintained with larp,er 
nensions, Leidger Ambassadors first imployed abroad for 
lntelligence s. 1:oT!1Il1on Banks erected, to returne and furnish 
moneys for these businesses. Besides strange alterati6ns in 
the State Ecclesiasticall: religion brought forth to bee an 
Actor in the great Designs of AT1.1bition and Faction (26:16-17). 
r~entle birth was an absolute requirement for social 
prestige. rrhere was a r·rowing tendency, however, to lay more 
stress upon personal worth in acquiring and maintaining 
nobility, and less upon birth which was desirable for its 
initial advantage rather than for its assumntion of personal 
-superiority. 
The English gentleman of the sixteenth century was 
intensely interested in practical politics; he thought that 
~ the fi_rst consideration of the noble was duty to the state, 
~ 
li 
' but he was not i~terested in ~olitical theories or in 
speculations on the nature of. the state (26:39). Queen 
Elizabeth fostered the idea that the nobility were the 
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natural governors. her attitude was an influential factor 
in determinl"f" a man's vocation. 
The smitabilitv of any accupation was decided by 
weighing its utility to the state, its disinterestedness and 
lack of personal material £ain, its liberal and not servile 
character, and its demand for mental ability and dexterity. 
rrhe favorite occupations were arms and scholarship; civil 
pursuits and law were com.mendable; medicine and divinity 
allowed; and agriculture and trade winked at (26:42). In 
England the business of life absorbed the attention of the 
courtier. rrhe mnral standards were ranked above the 
aesthetic; and the serious nature of the English man was 
manifested in the ambassador, the counsellor, the secretary, 
the provincial governor,and the magistrate (26:53 and 840. 
The education of the Elizabethan noble was dictated by 
his nrofession, however, he usually studied the classical 
writers, languages, mathematics, economics, politics, history, 
law, physics, philosophy, and divinity (26:126). For a time,, 
logic, history, and poetry were under a cloud; theology and 
law were ignored; mathematics was used only in war~ and 
her~.lrlry was employed in map-making( ~6: 126-29). 
Since the Renaissance ideal of education combined a 
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training of the mind with a disci~line of the body, the 
courtier was not alone a scholar, but an accomrlished 
athlete as well. Miss h.elso estimates that, 
Physical streng;th, skill at certain exercises, and grace were 
therefore counted essential in the gentlemanly ideal? as they 
had b2en in the chivalric (?6:149). 
Certain exercises were excellent for the health: runnJ.ncr .___, 
walkinp·, swimminr' and tennis. rrhe practice of wrestling 
was placed in a so:rroewh2-t dubious position because of its 
popularity among: the lower classes. The younL :-,-entleman 
was also trained in the mHnly arts of equestrianship, 
shooting, hawking, hunting, and angling. Roger Ascnam wrote 
a book of instructions for ahoatln~ entitled, Toxophilus 
The Schole of shootynge contevned in two bookes. To all 
Gentleman and yomen of Enf!lande, pleasaunte pasti.me to rede, 
and nrofi table for their~ to folow., both_ in~ and peace, 
in which he stated that shooting was one of the most 
apnropriate sports for a nobleman, and he gave minute 
directions for urinces and students. 
A favorite game for indoor amusement was chess, another 
was backgaJITIT1on. These supplemented the social recreation 
provided by conversation, music, dancing, and court wasques. 
r------'-----~ 
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The ideal gentle~an was an individual notable for his 
versatility. He was fitted to serve in war because he 
possessed to a superlative degree the qualities of courage, 
endurance, patience, generosity, foresight, adaptibility, 
and a thorough knowledge of military science. He was fitted 
to serve in peace because of his ability and power to . 
administer the law, fortified by his justice, liberality, 
courtesy, prudence, understanding of himself, and capability 
to yovern others (26:163). 
Iv~iss Kelso sums up his character and his manners 1n 
this brief statement,. 
As a courtier he covers the sola.ier' s brute strenrrth and 
ro11C'hness and the scholar's aloofness and wwltwardness with a 
£race of speech and action, mastery of himself in every 
situation that ma;y arise, an interest in every aspect of life, 
a readiness of wit and fvnd of general knowledge that make of 
him good company. He is the ornament as well f1 s the prop :.f 
states, and is himself the one best argument for aristocracy 
(26:163). 
The Italian and English courtesy books were of inesti-
mable value in assisting the courtier to conform to the 
Renaissance ideals of courtly conduct and discipline because 
they definitely expressed the underlying :orinciples of the 
courtier's art, and advocated a new theory of social conduct 
, ( 16:61). ·The courtier, who was a dip loman aPd adviser to his 
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prince, a literary man and scholar, or a soldier, learned 
from such works that excellency in arms or letters was 
essential if he were to merit the f:rlories of success and 
u 
distinction (16:89-90). 
The noble mind was trained with mental exercises, and 
the noble body with physical exercises which were adequate 
for aristocratic developJJtemt. Yet after all his courtly 
education, the unstable courtier sometirnes learned at court, 
t0 flatter and lie, to push diorward and shove back; to the 
meaner men and unknown in the Court, to seem somwwhat 
solemn, big, and danferous of look, talk, and answer; to 
think well of himself, to be lusty in condemning others, to 
have some trim grace in gibins:· mnck, and in greater presence 
to bear a brrove look, to be warlike though he ns-ver looked 
enemy in the £ace of war; yet save warlike sign must be used, 
either a slovenly lock, or an overstaring frounced head as 
thou~h out of every hair's top should suddenly steal out a 
good big oath when need requireth (73:vol.l,399). 
Despite this unfavorable picture of the courtier, he was 
a colorful fivure at Elizabeth's court, both in conduct and 
apparel. The fashinhs demanded magnificent and elaborate 
clothes made of the traditional material of nobility, vel~et. 
Italian clit-work, French hats and gold-spangled hat-bands, 
embossed c·irdles, laced satin doublets, taffety lines em-
broidered with pearls and drawn out with tissue, Spanish 
leather boots, silver spurs, rich ruffles were all sponsored 
as essentials or accessories of the co1Jrtie:r's d:ress. 
'fhnrnbury described e:raphically the appearance of an 
Elizabethan p:alJant. The gentlem8n wore a cloak and doublet 
of scented velvet; the cloak was lined in a contrasting colnr, 
the ODtside was covered with di~pe:rs of lace; his hose were 
silk, his shoes were stamned and slashed, ann ornamented with 
roses nf ribbon; his ruff was stiffly pleated; his hat was 
made of either felt or beaver, adorned with feathers or 
looped up with a brooch of jewels. To complete the costume, 
the noble wore a rapier, poniard) and sheath gilt. His 
sword llelt vvas richly ornamented (7S: vol.l,231). 1he ideal 
Eliaabethan courtier's manners matched his dress; he was 
courteous and graceful, wise and virtuous. It was from this 
picturesque figure that Shakespeare received inspiration 
for the characters of Romeo, Hamlet, Proteus, and his other 
creations. 
Rut how did the real'Elizabethan courtiers follow 
the precepts of Castiglione, Della Casa, Wilson, and Ascham? 
rrhe perfect example of sixteenth-century ideals of 
courtly conduct and discipline in the English court was 
Elizabeth's favorite, Sir Philip Sidney, who combined the 
characteristics of a rallant soldier, a statesman, a poet, a 
' 
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novelist, and a courtier. 
And even Sir Philip Sidney himself, EP~lanQ's mirror of 
perfection, perhaps thennearest approach to Casticlione's 
ideal that the Enflish rtenaissance -produced, was more of a 
statesman than a soldier. His chief interest, as Fulke 
1~-reville' s life of him shows, was the policy of governments, 
and his f8me in Europe was made when, as a mere youth, he 
traveled to see the courts of princes, or was sent on 
relatively unimi_Jortant embassies, and astonished all with his 
wisdom (26:47). . 
Another r:entlernan imbued with the Renaissance philosophy of 
conduct was Sir V1'al ter Ralei.o:h, who was a soldier, a warrior, 
a hi~torian, a ~oet, and a courtier. His ~allant acts are 
'-
:, freguentlv related and hi.s ill-fated death lamented in 
,. 
accou~ts of Elizabeth's rei~n. 
Perhaps ShakespaRre reproduced the luxurious existence 
of sv,.,h courtiers in this passao:e from ~he Taming of the 
Shrew. ~ n which a lor{l. nlans to delt1de a rr1an into thinking 
---·. 
h0 is a member of the aristocracy. 
Ralm his foul head in warm distilled waters 
And burn sweet wood to make the lodpinfY sweet: 
Tro cure me music ready when he wakes, '-
To mkke a dulcet and heavenly sound; 
And if he chance to speak~ be ready straight 
And \"'ith a low submissive reverence, 
Say -=What is it your honour will conrrnand?' 
Let one attend him with a silver basin 
Full of J>nse-water ani1 bestrer:ed with flowers; 
Another bear the ewer, the third a diaper, 
r--,... ---------, 
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And say 'Will it nlease vnur lo:rdshin cool 
< " 
· yon :r hanil s?' 
Someone be ready with a costlv suit 
And ask him what annarel he will wear: 
Another tell hirr1 of'hi s hounds and horse, 
And that his lady mourns at his disease: 
Persuade him that he hath been lunatic; 
And when he says he is, sa;vr that he dreams, 
For he is nothing but a mighty lord. 
This do and do it kindly, gentle sirs: 
It will be pastime passinp excellent, 
If it be husbanded with modesty (61: Introd., 
I, 44-68). . 
Shakespeare's friend, Henry Wriot~<e sley, third earl of 
Sout':1ampton, \i\.ras acclaimed the handsomest of Elizabeth's 
courtiers. Birth, beauty, wealth, and wit sat crovmed in 
him (28:146). He had a pr•ononnced disposition to gallantry; 
his vast nos se s s1 ·ns, fOod ed1J c r;tion, and love of literature 
inspired his patronape to men of letters. Tt ~as throuoh 
the earl and other friends that Shakespeare had personal 
relations with the men and women at nourt (28:78-87). A 
painting of Wriothesley represents him wearin"g , 
a doublet of white satin, a broad collar edp:ed with lace, 
half covers a painted :.."org:et of red leather, embroidered 
with silver thread; the white trunks 11.no. knee b:reeche s are 
lac eo with ~"old; the sword-belt, embroidered in :red and n·old, 
is decni.,ated at intervals with white silk bows; the hilt of 
the rapier is overlaid wi.th gold; purple ~arters emb~nide~ed 
in "'i 1 1rer thread, fasten the white stoc kin~s below the knee. 
Li2'ht body armor, richly damascened, lies on the r·round to 
the :ri~"ht of the figure; and a white-plumed helmet stPJJds to 
r 
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the left on a tgble covered with ~ rl&th of purple velvet 
embroidere~ in ITOld (28:14g). 
rrhe eqrl of Sout}larrrpton rPltivated his literary tastes under 
the tutelave of John Florio,and his :orofessors at Cambridge. 
1
_'/hen he went to court, he entered into the snorts and dissi-
pations, the artistic and literary pursuits of his fellow 
conrtiers. he ~layed at tennis, joined in the jousts and 
tournaments, al'l~ :!ambled at rrirr!ero,28:392). 
Shakes:oeare also knew the nrorninent Viscount of 
.I _; 
Roche~ter, Earl of SrF'erset, who spent huge sums on his 
apparel, and took pride in his smooth-shaven face, bare neck, 
rurled .and perfumed locks, and his lavish attire (4:498). 
Sidne;'r, ~alei~~h, VJriothesley, and Rochester were a few 
of the stars that shone in Elizabeth Is court. rrhere were 
IJ1any ?thers like theiJ1, who either l,i ved up to the requirements 
of col,rtlv conduct or who failed to conform to its rules. 
They were the reAl figures of the abstract concepts of 
,.,o,.Jrtly conduct and discipline that in spired Shakespeare's 
allusions to the gentlemen. 
l 
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Does the courtier have a place in Shakespeare's plavs? 
This is the question which must be answered in order to 
arrive at either a negative or a positive conclusion. It may 
safely be estimated, after a consideration of the ideal 
covT't ier, after a painstakin[~ examination of Shakespeare's 
dramas, that, as a reflection of the period, he presents,to 
a degree in his characters,the realization of the Renaissance 
ideals of courtly coPdnct and discipline. The ~xpression of 
these ideals is not always limited to the courtier or 
q:entleman alone; frequently, the kings or princes in tr1eir 
conversation or actions make concrete the abstract princi-ples 
that dominated the sixteenth-century theories of conduct. 
Therefore, it hai been necessary t~ include the pertinent 
remarks IJlade by royal personages in order to show where 
Shakespeare pic tv red the tendencies ,-,f his ap;e. 
If the courtier is an element of the plays, it may be 
asked what sort of a role does he assume? Is his delineation 
in strict conformity with Itatian and English standards or 
.-,.,6-
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does he occasionally lapse into weaknesses? Is he ever 
satirized by the dramatist? 
c ' 
Shakesneqre's courtier is not always ideal. Someti~es 
he fails to further the interests of his prince,.and, like 
Ia~o, sacrifices his prince in an endeavor to advance his own 
nersonal fortunes. At times the courtier disre2ards 
Castiglione's and Della Casa's precepts a~ainst flattering 
and boastin;r· his way into favor. He does nnt, as the 
Engl;sh courtesy writers sugfest, seek honors in learning, 
civil service, or arms. All Shakespeare's courtiers, however, 
are not moulded on these worldly lines. There are instances 
<· 
of ideal courtiers such as Antonio or Hamlet; and if his 
~entleman are not ~erfect in every respect, they do illustrate 
in part the tynical ideals and standards of rourtly conduct 
• t.. -' 
and discipline. For this reason,the study of the courtier 
within the nrouince of Shakespeare's dramas is worthy of 
consideration. 
That Shakesueare had a definite concept of the En£lish 
t:entleman is the t1•e0rv of Albert Eir·hler, who, after a 
scholarly research,found t-,at the drama'4!st mentions the 
word 'Fentleman' over four mndred and fifty times; that he 
discriminates between kings, princes, dukes, :rnarqnesses, earls 
' 
"" 
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barons, and kniphts. Shakespeare, like several of his 
contemnoraries, nresents the virtues of eentility: dispositio~ 
valour, liberality, love of 0 hildren, kindness, fearlessness, 
9 hi~:h ethical standard, a respect for inheritance, equanimity, 
modesty, and patience. He cleverly and discreetly hints at 
r the COJil.IYlerce aarried on at court. Dr. EiGhler clarifies the 
~ 
Enf:li sh and German ideas of nobility. He claims that 
Shakespaare's gentleman has the free _::Jersonality, exact 
ethics, social worth, and honorable discourse which the 
English h~d in~erited from Castiglione and the other Italian 
authors; that he understood the ordinary customs of the 
court because he was known in the court circle; that he had 
f' imbibed Renaissance culture;and understdlod the fundamental 
~, requirements of dir,nity in a gentleman. Althou,h many of 
r his courtiers err, thev are, throughout the action of the 
t ~ plavs, virile, possible,and therefore real (83:359-68). 
f, Thr011p:hout Shakespeare's dramatic world wander kine;s and ( 
peasants, saints and sinners, angels ano fools, men and 
monsters(86:456) as well as the courtier ['Y'011p. 
Edward Dowden in his bioeraphy of the dramatist states 
i that the terror anc1 sadness, the abandonment of earthly joy, 
t the wistfulness and pathos of spiritual desire, the l._ ___ _____. 
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skerticism, the iPony, and the banned sensuality of the 
~tiddle Ages were replaced duri~1~: the K.enaissance by a deeper 
and t~Jer sanctity, a recurrence to natural facts, a broad 
consc 1ence, and humanly inspired intellect ( 14: 9-ll). 1'he 
valiiity of this dogmatic statement may be questioned,but the 
fact is acknowledged that the golden days of the Renaissance 
sponsored and cherished a preference for the luxuries of life, 
in environment and character. 
The surroundings of the courtier were lavish at home 
and at court. London noblemen, in Shakespeare's age, lived 1n 
f, i)rury Lane or Aldersgate (73:vol.l,l2~. Perhaps the 
' l 
accouterments of their residences resembled this picture, 
First, as you know, my house within the city 
Is richly furnished with plate and gold; 
Basins ani ewers to lave her dainty hands; 
My hanp:ings all of TyriBR tapestry; 
In mvory coffers I have studlfed my crowns; 
In cypress chests my arras counterpoints, 
Costly apparel, tents, and canopies, 
Fine linen, Turkey cushions boss'd with pearl, 
Valance of Venice·gold in needle work, 
~ewter and brass and all things thqt belong 
To house or honsekeepinr (6l:II,l,348-57). 
VJhen an Elizabethan gentleman was bored or sought 
company, he left his quarters and promenaded in the faJl1ous 
St. Paul's to meet fashionable society, or he went to an 
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ordinary to learn ti~ely gossip ana interesting news. 
The well-bred courtier, on entering the room, saluted those 
of his acquaintance who were in ·winter gathered round the 
fire; in snmmer round the window, first throwing his cloak to 
his page, and hanginr up his hat and sword(73:vol.l,l25). 
Shake spaare probably had a sirri.lr: r ;,-r'n 1n T!lind when he wrote, 
A gentleman well bred and of good name, 
That fully render'd me these r1ews for true 
(43:1,1,26-27). 
The most appropriate place to seek the court~er was at 
the Court. In this congenial atmosphere, his talents were 
best displPyed, his manners most charming, and his intrigues 
most interestinr. There he developed and utilized the 
Renaissance ideals of courtly conduct ano discipline. 
Eli ?.a beth's c01.1rt was a glamorous one; her cultured lords 
and beautiful ladies moved smoothly, if not sereRely, pursuing 
their intellectual and stimulfl_ting careers. 
The. spirit of the Italian Renaissance was welcomed 
at the Tudor Court. The sixteenth-century concept of life 
enhanced·the position of the courtier, who strove for the 
rewards offered there. The debasement of the parasitical 
~·entleman disillusioned youth, however, and in spired the 
;; 
,, 
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0 how wretched 
Is that poor man that h~ngs on princes' 
favours~~44:III,2,366-67). 
Shakespeare srctirized such a Pituation in the following 
~lialogue: 
Coullt• Come on, sir; I shall now put you to the hei;:~ht 
of your breeding. 
Clown. I will show myself highly fed and lowly tauiTht: I 
--know my b··siness is but to the court. 
Count. To the court! why, what place make you s~ecial, when 
you put off that with such contempt? But to the Court~ 
Clovvn. rrruly, madarn, if God have lent a man any ma:nners,· 
he mav easily put it off at court: he that ca,nnot make 
a leg, put off's cap, kiss his hand and say nothing, 
has neither leg, hands, lip, nor cap; and-indeed such 
a fellow, to say precisely, were not for the court; 
{34:II,2,1-14). 
A pleasanter nicture is that of Elizabeth's hobles wh0 had 
absorbed the humanism and culture of Italy, France, and 
0 • cpa1n. 
Our court, you know,is haunted 
With a refined traveller of Spain; 
A man in all the world's new fashion planted, 
That h~th a mint of ph~ases in his brain; 
One Wb:omn~the music of his own vain tongue 
Doth ravish like enchanting harmony; 
A man of complements, who:!:', right and wrong 
Have chose as umpire of their mutiny: 
T~is child of fancy that Armada hight, 
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For interim to our studies shall relate 
In hich-born words the worth of.~anv a kright 
From tawny Spain last in the wo.rld 'vs debate 
(48:I,l,l63-74). 
Love's Labour's Lost embodies a keen observation of 
contemporary life in certain classes of society: the disci-
plining of young men in academic life, the current conventions 
of conversation and dress favored in high circles (28:52). It 
is a 
satirical extrava~··anza embodvinp· Shake sDeare' s criticism unon 
ronte:rn:norar~T fashions Rnd fo·~ bl~S in speech , in :rnanners, and 
in literature (l~:SS). 
rrhe dramatist facetiously refers to the prevalent 
continental itineraries of the English noblemen: 
Lovell. rrhe reformation of our travell 'a gellants, 
rrha t fill the court with quarrel$' talk and tailors. 
Cbamberlain. I am glad 'tis there now t would pra;y our 
mons1eurs, 
To think an English gallant may be wise, 
And never see theTLouvre. 
Lovell. Tl).ey must be either, 
For so run the conditions, leave those remnants 
Of fool an(1 feather that the;r :::,ot in France, 
With all their honorable points of ignorance 
Pertaining thereunto, as fights and fire works, 
AbuBing better men thPn they can be, 
Out of B. foreign wisdv;·, rennuncing clean 
The faith they have in.tennis, and tall stockings, 
Short blister'd breeches, and those tv~es of travel, 
And unaer~tand a~ain like honest men (44:I,3,19-33). 
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Shakespeare's natural affinities were with the court 
and the nobility; the wealthy and influential patrons of the 
stage. His idea of c·overnment was that of benevolent despotis 
assisted by public-spirited noblemRn; his attitude toward 
society was that of an aristocrat. 
nut he would not be the many sided genius that thw world 
honors if he had aceepted the restrictions of any one set 
of men, if he had rested content with a sinrle noitt of 
view (74:43). 
He was like his fellow men 0f. letters: Sir Thomas 
Jv~ore, Edmund Spenser, Francis Dacon and .Den Jonson who did 
, 
not hesitat~.to rriticize a base court or its attaches: 
Here do vou kee-p 'a hundred knights and squires; 
lV.len SO d"i SOrder1 d!J~ SO de baS fa and bold, 
T~at this our court, infected with their 
manners, 
Shows like a riotous inn: epicurism and lust 
Ivlake it more like a tavern or a brothel 
Than a rraced palace (47:1,4,262-67). 
11bis passage is reminiscent of the abuse he.,ped upon the 
Italianate Englishman for his introduction not only of the 
virtues, but also the vices of the Renaissance. Criticism 
of this canker in English life is frequently found in the 
poetrv and drBJ~a of the arz:e; Roger Ascham derides s;u:ch a dual 
l 1)ersona].ity in The Scholemaster, and deplores the effect of 
l 
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this type which he feared would overwhelm the English nobles. 
The popular practice of intriguing against a fellow 
courtier or deposing him from a favorite position was 
fm~thered by the advantages offered in Queen Elizabeth's 
-palace. 
The emperor~·s cnurt is like the house of Fame 
The nalace full of to~gues~ of eyes, and ears 
(65:11,2,126-27;. 
All human conduct was not ideal during the sixteenth 
. ' century if Dr. Johnson's evaluation of Shakespeare s drama 
as a mirror of life is correct. And if this theory is 
accepted, it must be remembered that a mirror reflects many 
th in:rs' the pleasant and the unpleasant' the c·ood and the bad, 
the cultured and the vulgar. .Shakespeare depicted the 
Renaissance ideals of the courtier just as he pictured the 
deeds of the ignoble gentleman. 
The sixteenth~century sta.ndards of manners were derived 
from numerous Italian and English courtesy books which 
cir,..Plated throu2:h the upper classes. The rules laid do;m 
by r.astirJione and !Jell a Casa, were rei ter>sted by E;tyoir;, 
;: Wilson, and Ascham; they were illustrated by the nobles who 
l..__s_e_r_v_e_d_t_o_d_e_m_o_n_s_t_r_a_t_e _w_1_· t_h_n_i_c_e--:-p_r_o_p_r_i_e_t_y_t_h_e_e_s_t_a-bl-i -sh_e_d __ _J 
r------------, 
1· 
i 
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corrnnandments of courtly conduct. 
'rhe courtiers, endowed by birth and training to assume 
their position, tried to follow the ideals of life, scornin~ 
their compenions who sought not to advise the sovereign, but 
to adbance personal fortune. Their l8ments over the laxity 
of ethjcal nrinriples led to such statements as these: 
Now, afore God, 'tis shame such wrom,·s are 
boril.e 
In him, a royal prince, and many moe 
Of noble blood in this declining land. 
The king is not himself, but basely led By flatterers; and what the:' will inform, 
kerely i~ hate, 'ga;nst any of us all, 
That will the king severely prosecute 
'gainst us, our li~es 1 01~ children and our helrs~56:II,2,238-45). 
And in a passape §uch as this the disastrous result 
is vividlv described: ,, 
But howseo'er, no simple man "bhat sees 
This jarring discord of nobility, 
T~is shouldering of each other in the court, 
This factious bandying of their favorites, 
But that it doth presage some lil.ll event, 
'Tis much when sceptr·es are in children! s 
hands; 
But more when envy breeds unkind division; 
There romes the ruin, there begins confusion 
(45:IV,l,l87-94). 
Through the medium of King Henry V's inquiries, 
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Shakespeare lists the requireme.nts for a courtier: 
show men dutiful? 
Why, so didst thou: seem they grave and leftrned? 
Vfny, so didst thou: con~e they of noble family? 
V1ihy, so didst thou: seem they relip;ious? 
vaw' so didst thou: or are thev spare in diet? 
Free from ~ross passion or of mirth or anrer, 
Constant in spirit, not swervins with the blnod, 
Garnish'd and deck'd in modest complement, 
N'tSt workinrt with the eye without the ear, 
And but impunged judgement t~ustin~ neither? 
t40:II,2,127-36). 
King T-'enry V represents Shakesneare' s favorite hero ;. s rn0dest, 
dutiful, devout, brave, gentle, affable, merciful, 
charitable, unaffected, -a man of lofty ideals (23:V,l,247). 
As has been already stated, the divisions of EnglisY 
society fell into five groups: zentlemen ( ki~~s, prlnces, 
(l_-·-kes, marquesses, earls, viscounts, ;.lnd barons), citizens, 
yeomen, artificers, and laborers (26119). Of the _five 
classes, the gentlemen were most fortunate because they 
:no sse s Red superiori_ tv in birth, edncation, manners, apparel, 
recreation, and environment. Therefore there was a sharp 
diitinction between classes • 
• • • yet reverence, 
'I'hat angel of the world, doth make distinction 
Of place 'tween high and low (38:IV,2,246Q48). 
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Sixteenth-century noblemen assumed that some wene born to 
rule, and others to be ruled; that differences must be 
naintained between the aristocrats and the mob. rrhi s 
- cleava<Te was effected by birth, education, occupation, 
rnBnners, cress, and morals. Pandnsto asks, 
••• do you know what a man is? 
T s not birth, beanty, .f!ood shane, discourse, 
}hanhood, learning, gentline~s, virtue, 
Youth, liberality, and such like, the spice 
and salt that se~son D man? (66:1,2,273~78). 
In that brief enquiry, Shakespeare has summarized the 
theories of the period. He has stated the theses of the 
lone: r.011rte sy books in his enumeration of the seasoning 
that flavored the gentleman. 
Shakespeare has been teriJ1er1 an aristocrat, an 
antap:on i st to the common people. Tn his plays conrtiers 
feel sunerior to those of a lesser station. 
I will not choose what mPny rnen desire, 
Because I will not jump with co:ml'lon spirits 
And rank me with the barbarous multitudes 
( 60:II,9,3l-33). 
rrhe dramatist may or may not have had fixed <bpinions on class 
divisions. Imnlications of these ideas ~re inherent 1n this 
passage: 
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• . • • Degree being vizarded, 
The unworthiest shows as fairly in the mask. 
The heavens themselves, the planets and this ~ente 
Observe degree; priority and place. 
Insistence, courses, proportion, season, form, 
Office and custom, in the line of order; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
O,when degree is shaked, 
Which is the ladder to all high desirns, 
rrhen enterprise is sick! How could corrummities, 
regrees in schools and brotherhood in cities, 
Peaceful commerce from dividable shares, 
The primo~enitive of age, crowns, sceptres, 
laurels, 
But by degree, ~tand in an authentic nlace? 
( 66: 1,3,83-8[~-~ s.nd l01-0C3) 
He goes still farther and asserts: 
All our abilities, cifts, natures, shapes, 
Severals and generals of grace exact \ 
Achievements, plots, orders, preventions, 
Exci:bements to the field, or speech for truce, 
Success or loss, what is or is not serves 
As stuff for these two to ~ake paradoxes 
(66:1,3,179-2-4). 
C.F.Tucker Brooke evaluates Troiili11s and Cressida as 
one of Shakespeare's 
subtlest stPdies of the effect of environment on character 
and as his most Mefinitive realization of the social forces 
onerative in En~land at the end of Oueen Elizabeth's rei~n (so: 572). . 
T-Ie bel i_eve s that the dramatist's pur!1o se was the- portrayal 
of the late sixteenth century, using as a basis the Essex 
l 
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variety of decadent chivalry and the disaareements between 
the Cavalier and Puritan E'rovps (80:576). The precedin.s 
rn1ota tions would seem to corroborate IJr. Brooke's theory • 
.J. 
Tt has already been said that the primary requisite 
for the courtier was that he be born of a fOOd house in 
order that he mipht pattern his life after the careers of 
his ance stars. 13ecau se of this superiority of heri ta' e, 
members of the rentle class ree·arded themselves as 
the makers of manners, Kate, and the liberty that follows 
onr nlace s stops the mouth of all find-faults ( 40: V, 28~3-9S). 
1n ''en:r~r V, the speaker in the above quotation, are 
incorrorated all the qualities that compose an ideal 
courtier. He is 
so practical, sportsmanlike, moral and pious; so manly and 
stalwart and yet free and easy; so self-Assertive and yet 
mnde st Anrl h11ml)le; so fierce against hL~ enemj e s, and yet 
merciful towards women and the weak; so serious and yet 
siTilnle ::mo hum~~rm's; 8-nd so bluff and r1o,~rnri ~~ht, Anrf yet 
hARrbr ~nn ~·P.nlJine, in the wvowal of his love (71:76). 
The nnhlv-born courtier felt a resnonsiblity to 
~- ~ . 
unhold his family's reputati~n. VVhen he failed to remem.her 
. 
the imnortance of perpetuating the.good name of his 
aneestors, he was chided: 
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• • • 0 who shall believe 
But you misuse the reverence of your nlace, 
E"rnploy the countenance and :=race of !leaven, 
As a false favorite cloth his prince's name 
in deeds dishonorable (43:IV,2,22-26). 
Bassanio echoes this thouc"ht when 1le nleads not to 
allow dishonour to apr1roach the sovereign who is consecrated 
to justice, continenre, and nobility (66:I,l,l3-15). 
5hakesueare attributed to the true-born ventfheman, who 
stood ll"'lOn the honour of his birth, the characteristics 
of conrare and h~nesty (4?:11,4,27-38); piety and justice, 
manners and observance (64:J.V,l,l5-20). Laertes was a 
tvnical figure of the gentle rlass, and the dramatist calls 
him an Ftbsolute ,c'entleman with many virtues (39:V,2,107-14). 
:Drospero was unparalled in dignity and arts, anrl he acted 
upon the advice of a courtesy writer a~d devoted his life 
to scholarship(62:I,2,72-106). Renedick also came frorr: a 
nnble strain; he was a character of anproved valour and 
confirmed honesty (53:II,l,392-403). Jl!alcolm lamented his 
lack of the ~kin~ becomin~ ~races": 
'.._.. (.__, <* 
j,~stire, verity, temperan"e, 
bounty, nerseverance, mercy, 
devotion, patience, coura~e, 
(49:IV,3,91-94;. 
sb~bleness, 
lowliness, 
fortitvde 
·1 
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F--.rd satj ·'i~"'allv commends ~:<'f1lstaff for his noble 
tr>aits, (Sl:I 1 :~, ~~9-31). 01ivia could not brine· herself to 
marrv a ~entleman, althouzh he possessed a good reputation, 
exuerience, learnin~, and valor (67:1,1,277-8!). 
Ulysses admonishes men about these advantases: 
••• O, let not virtne seek 
Remunera.tio"tl for the thine; it was; 
For beauty, wit, 
Hivh birth, vigour of bo~e, ~esert in sePvice, 
Love, friendship, charity are subjects all 
To envions and calumnia tine tiJne, 
One touc"h nf nature makes the whole world kin 
(66:I11,3,169-7S). 
In T~e Two _r':_eptleme.n of \ erona, the Duke frankly admits 
the Pesuonsibilitv he feels toward his Rncestors and future 
t . f h. f ·1 " h ·1 1ia.lentl·n.e ~·ene ra 1ons o ... 1 s am1 y, ana e comr'encs 1 as a 
well-derived gentleman (68:V,4, 136-46). 
f'erhap s Shake R1•e are stressed the imnortanr'e of c·entle 
0irth be,...anse he owed to the noble and royal patrons of the 
t~.eatre rn11ch nf his cmlture, his repute, and his iDsirht 
into the aristocratic habit of m5nd (4:109). He learneri from 
the most exemplary '"embers of this r'rouT: to adrn ~ re a man 
nho preferred hoT• or to ease, who knew valour but not fear, 
who sought worthy uraise but feared not his peril, and who 
loved his mistress with an admirable fidelity (66:1,3,265-'72\ 
f----~----------~ 
He comuared the attrihutes of Brutus and Caesa:r, 
"Rrntus is noble, wise, valiant and hone.st; 
Caesar was mighp, bolo, ro:''al and loving 
(4l:T:I,l,l26-27). 
"nother i:rrmorbmt factor in a courtier's development 
was his trainin=-: in letters, the arms, and the arts. If 
knir:>,thoo' was to mean lies sent;_,.~ 1ly Clevntion, cm,rar·e, 
tn learn the specific an~ detajle~ rules in order to 
s11itably- assnTY!e ld.s nroper position. The ed"cation nf 
r>e~eived either' ~t h--)me or a1:•roacl. The nobleman was 
t a to be f. aml.ll. ar '"'1. th .. r ..:.reek, l t · .:l t' th exnec e ••  _ . ,a. J1n, anu he o _er 
lanfUa?es, as well as rnlsic an~ mathematics (6l:II,l,78-E4). 
· ~·'oo·er Asct1a111 exnressecl conternY1t for those who were un-
acquainted with forelgn languages. Shakespeare agrees in 
sen rin: them, 
he hath neither Latin, French, nor Italian, and yo1J will 
cor~e iT'to ccmrt and swear that I have a poor pennyvvorth 
in Enrlish. He is a proper man's nictnre, but, alas, who 
can converse with a dmnb show? (60:1,2,75-80). 
The young men also studied sc1ence,as 1n the case of 
r:eriT'lon in Pericles, who analyzed the ''blest infusions" 
that were rnntai~ed in metal, stone, and vegatative matter 
(~~:ITI,2,26-4P). 
One of the most serious problems that confronted 
sixteenth-century p::J:rents was the prevailing :Sashion for 
vonnr men to sojourn some time in Italy in order to acanire 
tl~,e finishinr:r tonrhes of culture. All did·not advocate 
Ttalian tonrs, but many held that th.ev were a valuable asset 
to a no.ble tcentlen;an. A r:oncln sian of this nature is 
arrived at in The Two- Gentlemen of Verona. 
Panthino. He wand' red t~t-:ta t your lordship 
-w·auld suffer him to snend his youth at home, 
While other men of slender reputation, 
T->ut forth their sons to seek 1"Jreferment out, 
Some to the wars, to try thei~ fortune there; 
Some to disrover islands far away; 
Some to the studious universities. 
For any or all of these exercises 
He said that Proteus your son was meet, 
And did request me to importune you 
To let him spend his time no more at home, 
Which would be no great im31eachment to his a7e, 
In havinp· knovm no travel in his youth. 
Antonio. Nor need'st thou much importune me to that 
Whereon this month I have been hamJYierinrr. 
,o 
I have consider'd well his loss of time 
And how he cannot be a perfect man, 
Not being tried and tutor'd in the world. 
Experience is by industry achiev'd, 
And nerfected bv the swift course of time. 
rrhen- tell me, whither were I best to send h ~_m? 
Panthino. I think our lordship is not ignorant 
{ow his com~anion, youthful Valentine, 
ii ttencls the Emperor in his royal court. 
\· 
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Antonio. I know it well. 
Fan11iTno. 'T were g·ood, I. think, your lordship sent him 
thither. 
There shall he practice tilts and to11r11a:rnents, 
HeR.r sweet discourse, converse with noblemen, 
And be in eye of every exercise 
Worthy hiR youth and nobleness of birth (68:1,3,4-33). 
Roger Ascham in 'rhe Scbolemaster presents a less favorable 
--. 
aspect of the question when he disdain~ully derides the 
Italianate Enflis~.an for unworthiness and vice, and counsels 
pare11ts'to retain their sons in England. 
'l'o jayne learnyne: with cumlie exercises, Canto Baldesaer 
Castiglio11e in his booke~ Corteg~a~o, dotn-Frimile-feaClie: 
wllTch boO'Ke'", advisedlie read, an_ d.Tlie'entlie folowed, but 
one yeare at home in England, would do a yong gentleman 
more r~od, I wisse, than three yeares travell abrade spent 
in Italie (2:218). 
ff the father decided to send the youth to Italy, he 
probably observed Ascham's warning and put kim und~:r the 
tutela~e of a wise and honest chRneron (2:225). He 
maintained that the Enp:lish gentleman furnished an aclm.irable 
example of courtly conduct and discipline, and that parents 
could encourase their sons to observe these ~lalities(2:218). 
That Shakesneare did ndlt fully acree with Ascharn. rnay 
be asstrrned from his remark that "Home-keeping youth have ever 
hornely wits" ( 67: I, 1, 2). Shake§pa_are reiterated the current 
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idea that Italy was the source of culture 
Tranio, since for the great desire 1 had 
rro see fair Padua, nursery of arts, 
I arn arrived for fruitful Lombardy, 
The pleasRnt garden of great Italy; 
And by my father's love and leave am arm'd 
\~'i th his good-will and thy good company, 
}rfy trusty servant, we11 apprnved in all, 
Here let us breathe ~nd ha~ly institute 
A C011 rse of learnine· and ~ ngenious stlJdie s. 
Pisa renown'd for p-rave citi7e:ns 
Gave me my being and my father first, 
A merchant of rreat traffic throurh the world 
(Gl:I,l,l-12). ' 
'!Vhether the youth stndi.ed in En2:land or> 1taly, he 
learned to do certain thincs with grace and chaMT!. The 
indoor 0r social exercises in whir:h the courtier was 
trained resolve themselves intdJ art, music, dancin2;, poetry, 
af!d ~'nnversation. Art had not received much attention in 
England before Shakespeare's age; Elyot was the first 
advocate of it as an essential part of the ~entleman's 
equinment. ~,hakespeare praised the less popP1ar for:r1 of art, 
••• Painting is welcnme. 
rrhe nainting is almost the natural man; 
For service dishonor trafficks with_man's nature, 
He is but outRide: these pencill'd figures are 
Even such as they give out (64:I,l,l56-60). 
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J)arc1ng, so widespread during the Renaissance, so 
often mentioned in the court poetry and drama, was a 
prescribed accomplishment for the courtier. rrhe English 
dancinr school taught him lavaltos, corontas, and other 
steps,40:III,5,32-35). Dancing and masques consumed much 
of the gentleman's leisu~e time (52:V,l,30-38). On music, 
either instrumental or vocal, depended the success of these 
two arts: 
Beatrice. The fault will be in the music, cousin, if you 
oe not woo'd in good time. If the Prince be too 
important, tell him there is measure in everything 
and so dance out the answer. For, hear me, Hero: 
wooin[·, wedding, and renenting, is as a Scotch jig, 
a measure, and a cinm1e nace; the first suit is hot 
and hasty, like a Scotch jig, and full as 
fantastical; the wedding, mannerly-modest, as a 
:measure, full .of state anc1 ancientry; and then comes 
repentance and, with his bad legs, falls into the 
cinque pace faster and faster, till he sink in 
his grave (53:II,l,72-P3). 
rrhe ideal courtier knew and appreciated music for his own 
nersonal enjoyment and pleasure. Shakespeare, who deemed 
~usical talent a distinct social as~et (55:IV, pro.,7-q), 
nresents this ~oint nf view in Twelfth Night: 
If music be the food of love, play on; 
Give me excess of it, that surfeiting, 
The appetite may sicken and so die (67:1,1,1-3). 
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The courtier, 1n addition to musical abilitv, was to 
nossess a knowledge of noetry aad the necessary skill to 
compose a sonnet to his lady at her request. "Rut 
Shakesneare annarentlv did not annrove of the courtier's 
J. I 1') I • -
poetical tatte; (poetry , as an art, had been eclipsed for 
a ti~e), if York's censure of the cajolery of poetry in 
Richard II is authentic: 
••• of ','hose taste the wise are fond, 
Lascivious matres, to whose venom souno 
T~e open ear of youth doth alwavs listen; 
Report of fashions in proud Italy, 
Vi'hnse manner still our tardv apish nation 
Limps after in base imitation (56:II,l,l7-23). 
In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Speed insolently 
mocks the salient airns of a courtier's life: 
J·~arry, by these snecial marks: first, you have learned, like 
Sir ~'roteus, to wreathe vour arms, like a malcontent; to 
relish a love-sonq·, li.ke a robin reci-breast; to waEc alone, 
like one that had the p~etilence; to si£h, like a school 
boy that had lost his A B C ; to weep, like a younr wench 
that hac b11ried her cranddam; to fast, like one that takes 
diet; to watch, like one that fears robbing; to speak 
puling, like a begz:·ar at Hallowmas. You were wont, when 
you laughed, to crow like a cock; when you walked , to 
walk like one of the lions; when you fasted, it was 
presently after dinner; when you looked sadly, it was for 
wont of money; and now you are metamorphosed with a m~stress, 
that, when I look on you, I can hardly think you my master 
(68:II,l,l6-31). · . 
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rrhe arts were really groups of ideas and acquisitions 
of skills that existed in the minds and muscles ann nerves 
of the Elizabet}an courtier. Another reneral social and 
'--
recreational art, which the courtier assiduously cultivated, 
cherished, and exerted all his energies toward attaining, was 
a brilliant conversational ability. Castiglione and Della 
Casa had established a standard of the subiects fit to be 
discussed,and of the conversHtional method which exacted 
an intelligent and eloquent expression of thoue;hts by means 
of a smooth flow of ant words. Wilson com..m.ents in rrhe Arte 
of Ehetorique: 
Vvhom wee ·do most reverence, and that comnt half a God 
among' :men? Even such a one assuredly that canplai:n1:v, 
distinctly, plentifully and aptly, utter both words and 
matter, and his talke can use such composition, that he may 
appere to keep a uniformitie and ( as I might saide ) a 
nornber ~n the utterine; of his sentence (77:161). 
Shakespeare, the observer, has crytallized the trends 
of contemporary evaluations of conversation in sundry 
comFents scattered throughout the plays, for example, in 
Love's Labour's Lost: 
Rosaline. Another of thesd students of that time 
Was there with him, if I have heard a truth. 
Biron they call him; but a merrier man, 
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:.'\li thin the limit of becoming mirth, 
I never snent an hours t0.lk withal; 
T• • l • ~ t • f h • • t ~1s eye 1gh s o 0 cas1on _or .. 1s w1 ; 
For everv ob~ect that the eve doth catch 
The othe; tu~ns to a mirth-~oving jest, 
1Shich his fair tongue, conceit!;s exposition, 
Delivers in such apt and gracious words 
That aged ears play truant at his tales 
And younger hearings are quite ravished; 
So sweet and valuable is his discourse (48:II,l,64-76). 
Ot"r:ello apojlOgizingly explains, "Rude am I in speech," 
(54:I,3,75) but Falstaff defends outspokenness, 
My lord, I will not undergo this sneap without reply. 
You call honourable Boldnesseimnudent sauciness: if a man 
will make courtesy and· say nothlne he is virtuous: no, my 
lord, my hmnble duty remembered, I will not be your suitor. 
I say unto you, I do desire deliveranres from these officers, 
being upon hasty employment in the king's affairs 
(43:IT,l,l33-40). 
In contrast to t~ese opinions 1s this refined dialogue 
in Kine Henry IV, which woulri have please a. Castislione or 
Della Gasa i~ its polished phrases, 
Lord .dardolph. Sweet Earl, divorce not wisdom from your 
--- honour. 
]Forton. The lives of all your lovinf~ complice s 
Lean on your health; the which, if you e;ive o'er 
To stormy passion, must perforce decay. 
tYou cast the event of war, my noble lord, 
And summ' d the account of chance, before you s2.id, 
t'Let us make head." It was your pre S1JI'mi se, 
That, in the dole of blows, your son might drop. 
You knew he walk'd o'er perils, on an edpe, 
More likely to fall in than to get o'er;-
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You were advis'd his flesh was capable 
Of wounds and scars, and that his forward spirit 
','Jould lift him most trade of dan,?'er ranr.' d; 
~et did you say, "Go forth~" and none of this, 
Though strongly apprehended, could restrain 
The stiff-borne action. ','Jhat hath then befallen, 
Or what hath this bold enterprise brought forth, 
} 1;ore than that being which was like to be?) 
(43:I,l,l6l-7?). 
Frequently the courtier's sy1eech was colored by a 
nArration of hfus exploits and exneriences in the exercise 
of arms. Westmoreland in Kinv Henry IV utters a stirring 
speech, 
1lv'herefore do you so ill translate yourself 
Out of speech of peace that·bears such a grace, 
Into the harsh ana boisterous tongue of war; 
rrurning your books to .r:ra ·ue s' your ink to blood, 
Your pens to lances and your tongue divine 
To a loud trurrrpet and anoint of war?(43:IV,l, 
- 47-52). 
The contents of the preceding passage are typical of 
the t±me; for, although warfare was continued throu;::h the 
sixteenth century, there was an undercurrent of opposition 
to fightins. Desnite the pacifistic tendency of the ase, 
r:1en insisted on defend i.ng their honour, and if it were 
jeopardised by peace, then they threw themselves heartily 
into battle. 'rhi s fact is brought out in King ,John when he 
and King Philip greet one another with sentiments of peace 
t 
l 
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(46,II,l, 24-109). In the first part of Kin~ Henry VI, the 
lords pre sent both sides of the question. Cn the one ~1and, 
military encounters are termed_ "outrageous broilsn,ano on 
the other, neace is scorned as "effeminate 11 • 
York. 
Lord rezent, I do greet your excellence 
With letters of commission from the kinr;. 
For 1m ow my lords, the states of Christendom, 
.koved with remorse of these outrageous broils, 
Eave earnestly implored a general peace 
Betwixt our nation and the aspiring French; 
And here at hand the Dauphin and his tr~dn 
Approacheth, to confer about some matter. 
Is all our travail turn'd to this effect? 
After the slau:~hter of so man;r :!leers, 
So many captains, Er·entlemen ano soldiers, 
And sold their bodies for their country's benefit, 
2halJ -) :~t latt conclude effeminate peace? 
(45:(I),V~4,95-107). 
The courtier, whether peaceful or martial, was expected 
to be devterous in the manipulation of arms (43:IV,5,48-80). 
He studied zealously the arts of defence and the use of 
rapiers (3q:IV,7,q6-101). It sometimes happened that a 
r'entleman soup;ht redress, and was questioned about his motives, 
In God's name and the king's, say who thou art 
And why thou comest knig:htly clad in arms, 
Ap;ainst what man thou comest, and wh8t thy 
quarrel: 
Speak truly, on thy knighthood and thy oath; 
As so defend thee heaven ana thy valour! 
(55:I,3,10-14). 
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The S'Tmbol of the sword as a standard of honour 1s also 
mentioned in this quotation from the same play, 
••• and by that sword I swear 
Which r;ently laid my knighthhod on my shoulder, 
I'll answer thee in any fair degree, 
Or chivalrous design of knichtly trial 
(55:1,1,79-81). 
Men who pursued arms were trusted because. they wwre 
witty, courteous, liberal, and full of spirit (45:(111), 
1,1,42-43). 
The martial and physical exercises of the courtier 
were conventions from which few nobles deviated. Thev u 
adhere(! to the current fashion 1n clothes as a necessary 
adjunct to their participation 1n these sports. Thev <. 
dressed from head to toe in elaborate apparel, which was 
snmeti.me'"' criticized as a :motley of Eurn-oean styles. 
Barbers '.c.rere employed to cut the courtier's hair and 
beard; and frequently to per-11m\~ hiiTI. -Pedro and raaudio 
humorously refer to the barbeP's art of renovating a man 
(53:III,2,41-67). That the courtier used scents ma~ be 
assmn_ed from several rernarks about .musk and civet (36:III, 
2,67), or the caustic judgement pa~sed in Timon of Athens: 
Thou dost affect rn_y manners anil Clost use the~. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tny flatterers yet wear silk, Brink wine, lie 
soft, 
Huf their diseased perfumes (64:IV,3~}gq e.nd 
206-07;. 
The fashionable attire of the Elizabethan courtier was 
condemned by Ascham and other historians of the age, who 
sr:offed at the inb.armonious costmr.es, although some were 
magnificent even in their disharmony. Shakespeare alludes 
to this in The iv·erchant of_ yenice, and his pertinent remarks 
were echoed in the records of the period· 
r1ow oaCily he is suitedl I think he boug:ht "his doublet in 
Italy, his round hose in France, his bonnet in f~ermany and 
his behaviour everyvvhere (60:1,2,80-83) .• 
T.talian ancl English courtesy books ordered a courtier to 
wea:'r his rarments -in a graceful manner or to be nrenared to 
suffer bi tinr sarcasm for fallv.re to comply with custom. 
l-1is (farments are rich but he wears them not handsomely 
(63:IV,4,772tS 
In ]\tuch Ado About Nothing, a relevant discussinn 
takes place in which the various i terns of dress e.nd fashions 
are vvei~hed: 
L• 
Conrade. I wonder at it. 
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Bora.chio. That shows thou art unconfirmed. 'I'hou knowe st 
that the fashion of a doublet, or a hat, or a cloak, 
is nothirw to a man. 
Conrade. Yes, it is apnarel. 
]Drachio. I mean, the fashion. 
~onrade. Yes, the fashion of fashions. 
B'orachio. Tush! I may as well say the fool's the fool. 
--~ut seest tho11 not what a deformed thmmf this 
f h . . 9 as. 1on 1s. 
Watchman (aside). I know that Deformed; a' has been a 
vile thief this seven year; a' e;oes up and down like 
a :~i'e!ltlem~.n: I remember his name. 
Borarhio.- Didst thou not hear somebmdy? 
Conrade. No; 'twas the vane on the house. 
"B'O"rachio. Seest thou not, I say, what a deformed t'nief this 
fashion is? how giddily a' turns about all the hot 
bloods hRtween fourteen and five-and-thirtv? sometimes 
fashioning ,them like Pharoah' s soldier in 'the reechy 
painting, sometimes like the shaven nercules, in the 
smirch'd worm-eaten tapestry, where his cod-piece 
seems as massv as his club? 
Conrade. All this 1 see; and l see that the fashion wears 
out more apparel than the man. But art not thou 
thyself giddy with the fashion too, that thou hast 
shifted out of thy tale into telling me of the 
fashion? (53:III,3,125-52) 
The Renaissance cou~tier prided himself on his 
conformity to the changing modes ana prevailing manners. 
Even in the presence of the cT'CYIJirned king. 
Thus did I keep my person fresh and ne'ic; 
Ny nresence like a rake pontifical, 
T\le'er seen nut wonder'd at: and so my state, 
Seldom but sumptuous, showed like a feast 
And won by rareness such solemnity (42:III,2, 
54-5\1) • 
Falstaff, the inco~parable, 1n a lisht-hearted mood 
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enumerates the articles of dress: 
T a..rn eie:ht tirn.es thrl,st through the doublet, f01;r thronf~~h 
the base; my bucklers cut throurr,h and through my sword 
backed like A. hand-saw - ecce sir·'J1UJll (42:II,4,184-P7). 
The doublet,. the most elegant and elabm~ate part of the 
courtier's dress, was made of the traditional ve-lvet 
(63:1,2,155-56), the symbol of nohle birth accordin(J' to the 
courtly writers. There were several grades of velvet: 
And thou art the velvet: thou art EOOd velvet; thou'rt a 
three niled piece, I warrant thee: I had as lief be a list 
of the- Engli~h kersey as be piled as thou art piled, for 
French velvet (50:I,2,31-85). 
Taffeta and satin were also 1n hi:·l1 favor. rrhe Clown in 
.'~~re 1fth_ Ni.P'ht remarks, 
the taffeta make thy doublet of chanr-eable taffeta, for thy 
mind is a very opaf (67:II,4,74-76).'. 
The latter fashionable fabric anpears in KinO' Henry IV, 
I looked a' should have sent me two and twentv yards of 
satin, as I am a true knight (43:I,2,51-53). ~ 
The rich doublet offered a contrast to vellow stockinO's on 
' c:. 
cross-rartered less (67:II,5,282-84) or with hi[h shoes. 
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In Kin_g_ Tienr>:v IV {the second part), the prince takes an 
inventory of his clothes and finds peach-coloured hose, but 
a paucity of shirts and linen (43:II,2,10-29). Rich 
raiment was worn at court functi_o-rs and for exercise 1n arms 
there were also definite garments. iiJhen -a kni p·ht went 
~-
:ridinr-, he wo:re over his suit a ubases 1~ which was an 
embroidered mantle reaching from the middle of the body below 
the knees. 
rrhe completely p:arbed noble resembled this man,who 
conformed to the fashions set by the works of courtesy 
wPiters, and who mav have been inspired by some of the 
dramati~t's f:riends: 
All furnish'd, all in a:rms; 
.All r)l umed like e strid:'·e s that with the wind 
Bated, like earles havin? lately bathAd; 
Glitterinc in golden coats, like i~azes; 
As full of spirit !~ s the month of l'''av, 
And go:r:'eous as the sun at rnidsum:rner; 
·:~Jan ton '1 s youthful EO a ts, wild as yonn,_ bulls. 
J saw young Harry. with his be8ver on, 
His c1.1isses on his thir<hs, _rrallantlv a:rrn'd, 
Rise from the ground like feathered ~~rcury, 
And vailted with such ease into his seat, 
As if an anf_'el dropp'd from the clouds 
To turn and wind a fiery Pepasus 
And Witch the world with noble horsemanship 
(42:IV,l,97-ll0). . 
The ideal noble, who e;raced the Elizabethan court, was 
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endowed with an excellent vvi t, a firm rr..emory, and a sweet 
nature. Shakesneare sums him 11p in Hamlet: 
The courtier's, soldier's, scholar's eye, 
tongue, sword, · 
The expectancy and rose of the fnir state, 
The ::lass of fashion and the mold of form, 
The observed of all nhcePVPrs (39:TIJ,l,l60-63). 
rr·h is r.111 ch travelleo_ conrt:i er was familiar with Greek, Latin, 
French, Italian, S:pamish; he was wel1-,·ersecl in nhiJ .. nsophy, 
thenries of naviaation l "l"t t h · t f ~ anr m1 1 ary ar ; _e was ern1nen or 
his sobriety ano his chastity, for his tem-oerance in diet, 
A..nil for his frequent fastine;. Eis companions were books, 
and ':lis f'ri encls were men of learninP' in the arts or in arms. 
'· 
Tl:is pious, just, venerous, and consummately perfect Ir"n 
added chivalry to his brilliant career:tfand h:·pressed his 
rnn11rners with 2. heavenly death-bed Slleech (73:vcbl.l,403-05). 
In him were re~;li7.ed the abstract nrincinles and virtues 
. ~ 
which were the established norms of conduct. His pnrpose 
in life and his duty to his prince we.re: ·to 'teach goddrie S§, 
to encouraf~e ronti nency, to stimul!'lte coura~~e, to enact 
justice, to sn:"' est temperance under the veil of nleasure. 
The ·nrinc,e' s ca-Yli to1 v~ras composed of dilivence, (;'entle 
behavionr, k:i_nnness, and liberalit:;,-. Ee, b;r rL"ht of 11is 
positjon, was never svrnassed by his nohles. 
• • • for learn this, Silins; 
~etter to leave lJ11Clnne, than by our deed 
.Acaui:re too hid1 a fame vvhen h1r:: we serve's away 
(35,III,l,l3-15). 
Snuerdedence of the prince caused envv 8nt1 envy frequently 
resnlted in expulsion. rrhe discernin: and a.:rnbitirms 
courtier nroceeded alon~ the lines sug~ested by Casti~l~one: 
The ende therefore of a uerfect r.o11pti er> (whereof 
hether>to nothinr? hath beene su~ken) I belie,re i~ to nurchase 
him, by ~"eane of the qualit:ies 11vhi~h these lordes have 
viven him, in such w~se the pood will and favour of the 
Prince he is in service withall, that he may breake his 
r:inde to 1-,irn, and alwaies enfnrme him franckbr of· the truth 
in ever'' rr:atter meete for hirn to nnde:rstand, with011t fear 
or TJerill to displease him.· And when hee knoweth his,mind 
is h8nt to concmi t anv thin~ unsee:mel" for him, to be bold to 
stand with him ;n it, ann to take coura~e after an honest 
sorte at the favor whic;h he hath rotten-him t~rou~'h his 
r:oocl ouali ties, to cl_i s swade h il11 f<rom every i1J lll'rno se, and 
tn set him in the way of vertue. And so shall the Courtier, 
if he have the ~on~nesse in him that these Lordes have 
civen him accompanied with a readinesse of wit, pleasantnesse, 
wisedorn, knowled(l'e in letters, and so mP.ny other thint;s, 
understand how to behave himself readily in all occurrents 
to drive into his Princes heade what honour and profit 
shall ensue to him and to his by j11stice, liberallitie, 
valiBntnesse of courage, meeknesse, ancl b;v othhP vertues 
that belonr t0 a e-o0d prince, and contrariwise what slander, 
and da:rngge cometh of the vices contrarie t0 them (9:261). · 
The courtier strove to serve his prince,ana set forth 
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his objective in ?ericles, 
Pericles. 1". 1y actions are as noble as my thoup·hts, 
That nevAr relish'd of abase descent. · 
I come vnto vour court for hono11:r's cause, 
And not to be a rebel to her state; 
And he that otherwise accounts of me, 
This sword shPll prove he's honour's enemy (55:II,50-
64-). 
Tn A.1l's Well 111hat Ends Well. the courtier receives counsel: 
--- -·-,-~- ---' 
(~ou11te s s. be thou blest, Re:rtrarn, and succeed thy 
father 
1 n manners, as in shape! thy blood and virtue 
Contend for empire in thee, and thy I:Oodness 
Share with thy birthright! Love all, trust a few, 
Dn wrong to none; be able for thine enemy 
Rather in nower than in use, and keep thy friends 
UnilPl"' th.v ovm life's key: be check'd for silence, 
But mnver tax'd for speech (g4:I,l,69-77). 
The ideal courtier not only carried out the guiding 
principles of outward conduct, but he also observed stringent 
ethical and moral str.ndards,which were plaimly evident in 
his philosorhy of conduct. Stuart Sherman, in a commendable 
manner SlllT'JYtarize s the essence of Elizabethan hurnani sm as: 
the understanding and the definition of the sphere of 
prnperly human activity. The philosophical mind of 
Shakes-peare's a2'e began the work of reflection by,eleaving 
t~1e universe along three levels. On the lowest i~~i is the 
natural world, which is the plane of instinct, a:'_'petite, 
animal~ty, lust, the animal passio:rjs or affections; mn this 
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level the res;ulation is by necessary or natural law. On 
tllP. middle level is the human world, which is reFulated and, 
in a sense, created by the will and Jrnovv1edge of-·men; vvorkine: 
upon the natural world but roverned by reason, the special 
hmnan facultv, anrl illuminated 111ore or less from the level 
above. On the third level is the s11pern~tural world, which 
is the nlane oM sniritual bein~s, anrl the home of eternal jdeas (~8:4S8). · · 
Shakespeare's courtiers are actuated by a philosophy 
which recocrnizes man's value and diP"nitv. Thev condemned 
'- 1....• :, 
rna terialism and deplored e31icureanism, which obliterated all 
ser1blance s of dignity. Timon after his rli sillnsiomnent says, 
••• madness is the rlory of this life, 
As this pomp shows to a little oil and root. 
We :make ourselves fools, to di~port ourselves; 
And spend our flatteries, to drink those men 
Upon whose age we void it up again, 
With 11oisonous suite and envy-. 
\-Jbo 11 ves that's" not de1Jraved or denraves? 
\Vb.o dies, that bearf' not one snurn to tl"A i r> r-rave s 
rf th "r f . a cr"ft9 J .. J eL .. r1en s -1 . 
I should fear tho~e that danre beiore me now 
Vifould One day St8mp UpOn me: It fJaS been done; 
Men shut their doors at:ainst a s'*:ttfng; sun 
(64:I,2,139-:-50). 
In contrast to Timon's dismal conclusion of errine hu~man life, 
i~ the belief that gRace and virtue are contained in the 
wavs of nature (58:III,3,12-22). 
In England the court sponsored the Renaissance 
concention of the meaning of philosophy as moral conduct in 
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action. This was uaramount in the courtier's firm 
.L 
resolution to please every one. he carried ,mt hi.s 
intentions by observins; a s:brict court etiquette for:rmlated 
by Castiglione and Lella Casa; and employing the 
Aristotelian virtues of liberality, justice, and courtesy 
~lus the Christian virtues of faith, hope, charity, and 
hulTlility, in order to perfect himself and serve the state. 
He felt as Hotspur did: 
••• 0 ~entlemen, the time of li~e is hhort! 
T'o spend that shortness basel~ were too long, 
If life did ride upon a deal's point, 
Still endinq at the arrival of an hour. 
An if we live, we live to tread on kines; 
If die, brave death, when princes die withhusl 
Now for our consciences, the arms are fair; 
~:'ihen the intent of hearintJ: them is just. 
(421V,3,82-89). 
The courtiers trusted the ~recian and Christian philoJephies, 
but under no consideration did thev wish to be Stoic 
outcasts. Rather they planned to discuss logic, to nractic8 
rhetoric in ordinary conversation, to exhilarate their minds 
and senses vd th poetry and music, for they felt, "No profit 
vrows where no pleasure ta'enn (61:1,1,39). 
The humanistic influence of the Renaissance widened the 
t 
suiriturl and intellectual horizon of man; it made him self-
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consc1ous; it aroused his interest 1n self-advancement. 
T-his steadv r-urrent flows throuch Shakespeare's plays. 
Ernest "8ates asserts, however, that Shakaspeare's age was 
more naturalistic than humanistic; that 1vl@ntaigne' s 
philosophy was more popular than Hooker's (79:672). 
King B.ichard li's system of thouzht was unique. 11e 
evolved the notion of his brain as a female and his soul 
a father; the union resulted in thou2:hts of which divine and 
carnal were interminr·led. Tholl hts tending to ambition ·were 
destructive; thouphts tending to content were self-illusory 
(56:V,5,l-66). His concents were negative and lack the 
positive snirit of Hamlet's declaration: 
Vvhat a -ciece of work lS a man~ how noble in· 
reason! how i11fir•ite in fac11ltyt in form and moving how 
express PDO. admirable! in action how like an an2:el ~ in 
annrehension how like a god! the beauty of the world$ the 
paragon nf animals! (39:II,2,314-lq). 
rrhis reveals the inherent tendency of the Renaissance to 
hold man a loftv being by virtue of his reason. 
Another undercurrent of the tirnB was a placid and 
sensible accentance of fact. Proteus sums up the philosophy: 
Cease to lament for that thou canst not keep, 
And study help for that which thou lament'st. 
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'11 ime is the mJ_rse and breeder of all good. 
11ere if thou stay, tho1J canst not see thy love; 
Besides, thy staying will abridge thy life. 
Hone is a lover's staff; walk hence with that 
And manac·e it ao-ainst desnairinr- thouo·hts. 
- 0 . u ~ T1•y letters may be here, though thou art hence; 
Which, being writ to me, shall be deliver>'d 
Even in the milk-white bosom of thy love. 
The ti~e serves now nob to expostulate: 
(68:111,1,241-51). ~ 
Hope was aided and abetted by sleeu. Jv1acbeth 
beantifully describes its office in these lines: 
••• the innocent sleep, 
Sleep that knits up the ravell'~ sleeve of care, 
The death of each day's life, some labour's both, 
Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course, 
Chief nourisher in life's feast (49:11,2,34-39). 
T Beauty occupied men s thoughts and shaped their 
actions. ~"·e te-birth of culture awakened the lassitude of 
the medieval mind and quickened the aesthetic sense. The 
sixteenth-century centleman appreciated the very spirit 
of be»uty, esnecially if it animated a human form. 
The hand that Pade yo11 fair both made you good: the goodness 
that is cheap in beauty makes beauty beief in roodness; but 
grace being the soul of your complexi?n, shall keep the 
body nf it ever fair (50:111,1,183-87;. 
Achilles said that man never realized his own beauty which 
was appreciated only bt others. Ulysses believed that no ohe 
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was absolutely lord of anything. The bea11t;r hioden in 
truth was hard to fi nrl. Biron soliloquizes , n man's 
difficulty in overcorring the dazzling light of truth which 
~ither eludes or blinds him(48:I,l,72-93). 
The world is made up of paradoxes, of opposites. 
Beauty a!ld ~"Oodness were or-posed by the ugliness of evil 
and superstition, which the enlightened age of the 
Renaissance had not rooted from the dark corners of the 
human mind. Liberty, if overabundant, became restraint; 
likewise goodness, if misconstrued, changed into evil. 
nloucester found evil portents in the eclipses of the sun 
and moon; he predicted the losses of friendship and love, 
revolution in cities, discord in rural districts, treason 
in court, and division of families (47:1,2,112-27). 
lago is :oerhaps the epitome of evil. .lie actuates all 
base motives and habits which the ordinary man represses. 
He expresses his disdain for a good lite and his regard for 
an evil career in this moralistic passape: 
Virtue! a fig! 'tis in ourselves that we are thus or 
ttms. Our bodies ar-e our gardens, to the which our wills are 
2'ardeners; so that irf we will plant nettles, or sow lettuce, 
set hyssop and weed up thyme, supply it with one gender of 
herbs, or distract it with many, either to have it sterile 
w5_th idleness, or· manured with industry, why, the power and 
corri~i ble avt'n.ori ty of this 1 ie s i r, our wills. .Lf the 
balance of our lives had not one scale of reason tn poise 
an.other of sens11alitv the blood and baseness of our n9.b1res 
would ronduct us to ;:nost nrenosterous conclusions: but we 
have reason to cool our raring motions' our carnal striT)' 
our unbitted lusts, whereof I take this that you call love 
to be a sect or scion (54:1,3,322-37). 
He is diarn.etricallv onnosed to the virtue-loving 
Ulysses and Valentine, but he is an illustration that "men's 
judgements are a parcel of their fortunes". he tried to 
better his :pssi tion by any means, worthy or unworthy; his 
attitude would have shorked the fastidious Italians who 
nronhecied that "virtue is its own rewardn. 
Castirlione admonished courtiers to be humble and 
l_) 
modest, to be rhary of boasting, and Shakespeare satirizes 
the nroud and vau1. mun who lauds himself an6 r'.is deeds 
(66:11,3,164-68). 
Instead he favours meekness, love, charity, obedience, 
and true duty as the philosophical tenets in a courtier's 
creed(57:II,2,107Q08), which leads toward contentment and 
happiness particularly if sought by youth, beauty, wisdom, 
and courage (34:11,1,181-85). 
Another characteristic of the humanitarian spirit was 
the hirhly praised virtue of mercy. It was reuarded as a u 
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svmbol of nobility ln an age which left a record of horror 
in direct contrast to a memory of b:rotherhood and mercy 
un~qualed since the decadence of the ancient world, In 
En[land the a:rt of helping was :re2:ar3ed as a national asset. 
rrhe pomp, the learning, the craiitsmanship of th~age, united 
in a result which seems to our modern view trivial but which 
even in a utilitarian sense possessed social and educational 
VR.l.Ue. • • rrhe blending Of ail clasSeS in COmTll.On dive:rsiOnS 
was t,, have its effect as a civilizing influence by raising 
the mass, teachinr it to rn-n:reciate other values, and keeping 
alive those hondis of SYJ!lpanhy which united the different 
elements of one nation (17:30). 
Isabella ln Measure for l<~leasure emphatically affirms 
---------
the feeli:r"f~ of universal brotherhood in :re2ard to the t~entle 
~onceut of life: 
•.• '~Jell, believe this, 
No ceremony th.R.t t.> the ~reat one 'longs, 
J\."ot the kin~' s crown, nor the deputed sword, 
The marshal s truncheon, nor the judge's robe, 
Become them with one half so good a :race 
As mercy does (50:II,2,58-63). 
King Edward ln Richard III feeld that satisfaction 
which rewards a day spent in doing deeds of charity, making 
f •t neare ;_rom enm.l y, and love from hate (57:II,l,48-60). 
The nractice of mercy rewP:rded a nobleman with an 
excelJent reputation, and the desire for honour motivated 
many good deeds. Br11tus loved honour more than he feared 
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death (41:1,2,88-fq); Cassfuo bewa~led the loss of an 
immnrtal part of man, his reputation (54:II,3,263-64). This 
ver~r fervid desir·e to;:acquire am1 maintain a high reputation 
nrir·inatea in the reauirement of noble birth which 
'~ ~ 
necessitated a ,r::ond life to perpetuate the noble name. 
lEowbray evaluated reputation as 
~he purest treasure mnrtal times afford (S6:I, 
l' 177 .j; .•.. \ ; 
and he even-. went so far as to declare, 
}ine honour is ~v life; both ~rnw in one: 
rrake honour from'' me' and my life is done 
(56:1,1,182-83). 
This idealistic respect for honour is characterized by 
K inr- Henr'I V, 
••• By Jove, I am not covetous for gold, 
Nor care I who doth feed upon my cast; 
It yearns me not if men mv sarments wear; 
Such ontward things swell not in my desires: 
8ut if it be a sin to covet honour 
I am the most offending soul alive(40:IV,3,24-29). 
The Renaissance theory of fame was not honour for 
honour's sake; rather it was saturated with a r_~rowing sense 
of rom~ercialism. 
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r.;.ood alone 1s [i'OOd withont a name (34:II,3,1~36) • 
.J.' ame was to be the reward of fidelity in this unusual ,, 
academy wl:iich was established durin[ the course of the 
;::;etion in Love's Labour's Lost: 
Kino·. Let fame, that all hunt after in their lives, 
Live resister'd upon our brazen tombs 
And then zrace us in the disgrace of death; 
Vvhen in spite of the cormorant devourine Time, 
The endeavor of this ~resent bre8.th may buy 
That honour which shall bate his scythe's keen edr.e 
And make us heirs of all eternity. 
Therefore, brave conquerors, - fnr so you a:re, 
That war against your ovm affections 
And the huge army of the world's desires,-
Our late edict shall stringly stand in force. 
Navarre shall be the wonder of the world 
nnr court shall be a little Academe, 
Still and contemplative in living art. 
You three:r; Biron, Dumaine, and Longaville, 
have sworn for three years term to live with me 
My fellow-scholars, and to keep those statutes 
That are recorded i~ thj_s schedule here. 
Your oaths are nassedl and n0w subsrribe your names, 
'flhat his ovm hand may strike his honour down 
That violates the Rmallest branch herein. 
If you are arrn'd to do as sworn to do, 
Subscribe to ;vour deep oaths, and keen it too 
(48:1~1,1-23,: . 
'rhe courtier, if he conformed with the conventional 
rules for conduct ~:end discipline, souE"ht to facilitate his 
exercises by the prospect of fame. He was willin3: to live 
acc0rding to a strict philosophy of life; he acquiesced to 
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the 1emand that ~ourtiers please, but he insisted on his 
profit in the bar~ain, an intangible yet invaluable price, 
fame. 
11akin:: ti1e norms of eastiglione as absolute norms of 
conduct, discipline, anc1 philosophy, Shakespeare's courtier 
coTIIPlies with his ideas: 
I would have our Courtier therefore to finde him out an 
s-peciall and hartie friend, if it were nossible, nf that 
sn:bte wee have spoken of. rrhen according t~ their deserts 
and honestie~ love, honour and observe all other men, and 
alwaies doe his best to fellowshippe himselfe with other 
TTJen of estimation th~:: "'re noble 8.nd knovm to bee g·ood, rrore 
than with the unno ble and· 'Of small reputation, so he bee 
also beloved an~ honoured of the~. And this shall ~ome to 
nasse, if'he-bee aentle, l0wly, free-hear'tea, easie to bee 
Snoken to, SWeete in COTi}J8rtie, hTI!.:mble and dilipent to serve, 
and to have an eye to his friendes ~rofib and estimation, 
as wel Rbsent as ::;resent, bearing with their nabural1 
Clef~,Jts that are to be borne withall, vvithout brer"king vvith 
them upon a ~mall ground, and correctins hirnselfe such as 
1ovine:ly shall bee tolde him, never preferring himselfe 
before other men in seekina the hi~hest and chiefe roomes of 
. ,.] (_ 
P.stimatiori, neither in doing as some that a man wovld weene 
despised the worlde, and with a noysome shnrpne sse 1ll!ill tell 
everv T"1fl.n his duetie, and beside that they are full. of 
r'ontention in eveey tryflyng matter, and 01_1 t of tune, they 
0ontroll whatsoever they· do not themselvesl}l. an6. alwaies 
seeke cause to cornplaine>s of their friendesJ whi~h is a 
rnost hatefu11 thing (s:l:l21). 
Gccaslil.oY'D.lly Shakes[ieare' s c,haracters bewail the 
infidelity of friends, but these indi~nities are fnrgotten 
before the p:cr'ture of the harmonious rel0tions between 
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Antonio and Bassanio, or \alentinB and ~roteus. In one in-
t nlf.l ff t . f. h. ' l if f } . f . J s an~e, a ··"'.no_ ers ,o sacr1 1ce .. 1s ___ e :or us r1eno, 
and in the other, one is alrrost c:heated of his lc·ve yet he 
forrives his ~o~panion. riasABnio re~Rrds Antonio as, 
'l'he deare;.,t :-r1ena to me, the kimdest. man, 
The best-r.--mdition'o ano umvearied snirit 
In doing courtesies, and one in vvhom 
The ancient Roman honour more appears 
ThHn any that riraws breath in Italy \60:III,2,293 
-97 J. 
Antonio illustrates his map;nanimity when he ~neaks to 
P:"'.ssanio, 
G · ve me :vonr hand, Bas sanio; ::·are ;vou well. 
c.;.rieve not that I have fallen ':o this -rnr> :von; 
For herein Fortune shows herself more"kirid 
Than is her customl it is still her use 
To let the wretrhed man outlive T1is weal tr1, 
To view with hollow eye and wrinkled brow 
An R:~e of pover>ty; frorn r·hir~h lin[erinr :1enance 
Of such misery doth she cut me off. 
r:omrnend F~e to your honourable tvife: 
Tell he~ the p~ocess of Antonio's end; 
Sa·' hovv J loved you, speak me fair in derdh; 
And when::the tale is told, bid her be jude;e 
Vvbether Dassf'l.nio had not anne a. l0ve. 
Pe~ent but you that you shall lose your friend, 
And he repents not th?t he nay~ yonr debt; 
For if the Jew do cut but deep enou~h 
J '11 pav it nre sently with all m·- b.eRrt 
- - (60:IV,l,265-81). 
'Phe amir8ble r>eL~tion~ between Valentine and Proteus are of 
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a different t:vpe. Before love sepa-rates them, their 
convers~'tion reflects t1:eir rnutnal acl-::"iration. 
Valentine. Cease to ~eP~lRde, my lovin~ Prnteus: 
Ho:rne-keenin~ yonth have ever homelv wits. 
v:ere't not ~ffection ch~.ins thev t'ender aa:vs 
To the sweet 1J18nt:es 0f thy honour'Cl Jnve," 
T would rat~e~ e~tPeat t~v cornnanv 
rrn see the 1r.rnnile-rs nf t~1e' wor•Ji1 abroad 
Thou, 1ivinP' dully sluc:ardized at horr·e, 
'• .. 'lear out t~·v ,o,J.th 1rvith sha·neless iclleness. 
~ut sine~ thou 1ovest1 love- still .~nd thrive therein, J::.ven as 1 wo1'ld when I to lobe be'·ln. 
r:roteus. vVill thou be r·OJ1e? Sweet VaJ.entine, ad ien! 
- Think on tl•v Proteus, when thont haplv see st 
Some rare note-worthv obiect in thv travel: 
Wish me partaker in thy happiness.' 
'·''Jhen t:'>ou do st meet fOOd hap; and in thy dang:er, 
If ever dancer do env~-ron thee, 
Co:r::rrrJr.nc1 thy ~:rievance to my hal-·• prayers, 
For 1 will be t~y beadsman, Valentine. 
Valentine. Ahc1 on a love-book pray for ~y success? 
P-rntells. Fpon sorr.e b0ok T love I'll pra~.- fo.P theeC68:J, 
1,1-20). 
fhe affection for a wom~n alrnnst senarates the nair. A 
hitter attitude succeeds the friendly, and ~alentine 
s~orn~1llv derides ~rnteus: 
L'r:tou comrron friend, that's 1.~ri tbont faith or l(nre, 
J<'or such is a friend no1~r: treacherous man~ 
Tho11 hast beguiled my hnpes; no1Jrrl,t b11t mine eye 
Could have persuaded me: now I dare not s::y 
I have one friend alive; thov wonldst di snrove rne. 
~.:hO ShOUld be trusted, When r,ne IS ri ht hand 
Is perjured to bosmn? Proteus, -
Proteus. 
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I arYl sorry I must never trust thee more, 
Blit count the world a st:rano·p:r fo,.., t~1v sake. 
The n,..,~vate wound is deenest: 0 t~me ~ost accurst, 
MonP"st all foes that a friAno shovld be the worst. 
'-JJ-y shPrne r-md P'Uil t confound me. 
Forci~e me,lalentYne: if hearty ~orrbw 
Q ff' • 0 t f• f" 'e a su _ 1c1en ransom _oro rense 
I tender't here; I do as t~xlv suffer 
As e'er I did comrrit. 
rrhen I am paid; 
And once aryai~ I do receive thee honest. 
1,\~ho by re~entance is not satisfied 
Is nor of heaven nor earth, for these are pleased. 
Rv penitence the Eternal's wrath appeased: 
And, that ~y love may appeare plain and free, 
All that was mine in Silvia I ~ive to theP 
( \ ,_ ,R8:V,4,62-83;. 
~he investip;ating sixteenth-ce:ntvry rn_ind probed into 
man's consciousness tryins to answer the question, iJV1lat is 
LQve? Armado defines it: 
Love is a failliliar; love is a devil: there is no evil anrel 
but Love (48:I,2,177-78). 
~alentine responds,· includinr the ~emotional effect: 
Love's a mighty lord 
And hath so humbled me as I confess 
There is no woe to his c0rrection 
Nob to his service no such joy on earth 
Now no discourse, exdept it be of love; 
Now can I beeak my fast, dine, sup and sleep, 
Upon the very naked name of love \68:II,4,136-42). 
"Riron chl!fracterize s the emotion as a wayward bo;v, l)on Cupid, 
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who is the anointed sover>eign of sis:hs and proans (48: III, 
1,181-84). 
2hake spe.are e1evA.ted his snl; j e rt matter, and serenely 
en~oved thP f6llies and love entan~lements of his char>acter>s 
(2:2S2). His attitude is especially evident in The Two 
r'.entlemen of Verona and Love's Labrmp' s T.ost, which unlike 
-his more ser>irms dramas, motivated by a dee:ner passion of 
love such as Othello or !..9?.!:_'2. and JuLiet, treat love lie;htly. 
Proteus ana Valentine are both attracted to the same 
woman. r roteus aetails his feelings in wl:ich love succeeds 
love, and his affection for ~alentine slackens as his 
admiration for the lqdv 1ncreases. 
'> 
The characters in Shakespeare's plays are enr;rossed 
1n lo·ve but not to the same Cle?'ree that Castie;lione' s 
r-ourtieT' was. Biron illustrr.tes the force of love to alter 
men's de sipn s when he reviews the ori~·inHl nlan of the 
acaclemv; the vows, which the men have not kept: to fast, 
to study, and to see no woman. They blame women for its 
failure. The fair sex is accredited as the origin of the 
p th f" 1 ~ rome a _ ean 1re, _ ove. Biron speaks of the enormity of 
the si twJtion: 
Never durst poet touch a .pen to write 
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Until his ink were temnered with Love's sip:hs; 
O, then his lihes woula ravish savage ear~­
And plant in~ tyrants mild humility·: 
From women's eyes this r1octrine I derive: 
They snarkle still the ~irht Promeathean fire; 
They a~e the books, the a~ts, the academes, -
That show: contain and nourish all the world: 
Else none at all in aught proves excellent, 
'rhen ·fools, vou wear these women to forswear, 
Or keepinp- what is sworn, you will !!rove fools, 
For wisr1om's Sl?cke, a wor<i that all men love, 
Or for love~s sake, a word that loves alJ men, 
Or for nwn' s '"~ake, the authors of these women, 
Or wo111en' s sake, by lflrhom we me:n are men, 
Let us ofice lose ovr oaths to find ourselves 
Or else we lose ourselves to keen our oaths. 
It is relirion to be forsworn, -
For charity itself fulfills the law, 
Ana who san sevel." love from charity? (48:IV,3, 
346-65). 
rhe correct tec'nrique of loving received more attention 
1n Italy than in England. The ideal courtier was instructed 
to follow certain conventions when he was seekino· his 
c .• 
mistress' favor. 
'J:here were a variety of correct modes of addressing 
the wornPn. He nraised her, comparin~· !1.er vjrtnes with his 
de:ficiencfl:es he used extravacant rnetsphors to demonstrate 
the ardor of his nassion; he forsook wealth for women, and 
so:atetimes a-;:mealed to a woman's vanity bv ranki·"P' her above 
. . ~) 
8_ rinl. 
?oDeo's tender speeches are lR~drnarks in literary 
history. His sweet ,Juliet's. beauty made him effeminate 
and softened his valo11r( 58: III ,1,118-23). He impresses 
Juliet with his compliments: 
P.omeo. ny: love, vvho first did prompt me to inquire; 
ne lent me counsel and I lent hir eyes. 
I am no pilot; yet, wert thou as far 
As that ~ast shore wash'd with the fapthest sea, 
I should adventure for such merchandise • 
.Tulmet. Thou know'st the wask of night is on my face, 
Else would tl naiden blush benaint my cheek 
!;"or that w:-1 irh t!-10U hast he arcl me s:peak tonight. 
Fain wo11lo I dvve~l on foriJl, fain, fain deny 
·Nhat I have spoke; but farevvell comoliment! (58:II, 
~ ? ' 80-8~) • J_ 
Juliet's affair Janks the pathos of CorAelia's 
rowanne, u~n ~~en nast off by her father is saved by the 
chivAlrv of France: 
<J 
France. Fairest Cordelia, thou art rost rich, being 
poor; 
Most choice, forsaken; and most loved, aesnised! 
Thee and thy virtues here I seize upon: -
Pe it lawful I take up what's cast a. way. 
Gods, ~ods! 't is strange that from their cold'st 
neo'lect 
~·!y love should kindle to inflamed respect. 
Thy dowerless daughter, kine, t~rown to rrty chance, 
Is qu.een of us, of ours, and our fair FPance: 
Not all the dukes of waterish Burgund•r 
Can buy this unprized precious maic1 'Of me,. 
''id them farewell, Cordelia, thaw .:. cJJlkind: 
Thou losest here a better where to find (47:1,1,253-64) 
Ferdinand's love for Miranda 1s fairly placid. He 
,.· 
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displays wisr1om ani1 sophistication, the results of his 
experience, when he addresses her as "w0rth what's dercrest 
in the world", and assures her that he hrs never loved any 
woman "nth so full soul". She is uso perfect and so 
~eerless", and lS formed from the best of every cre*ture 
(62:IJI,l,37-48). 
The n_rama t i st r,ast s reflections on the courtier' 8 
intention when he allo111Ts Parolle s to sa'r that a gentleman 
loved a woJ'1lan vet loved her not (34:V,3,238-47). But v:hen ,, 
R man 111ranted a woman's love, he employed the "love-brokern, 
the renort of valour (67:III,3,35-41). 
Castiglione's r:onrept of·love was almost a religion 
whir:h worship:nea. feminine perfection. Sir Walter Raleigh 
preceded modern psychology with his theory that love was a 
tl t f t. ' . t necessary ou e or a cour 1er R vanl y. 
But no one in Enfland who set forth the complete gentleman · 
includes the art of loving among his accorrmlishments (24:84) • 
. S11c:: a condition was unknow in Italy. 
The English courtier, :'rqPesented b;v Spenser, was 
skilled in arms, at}lletic prowess, grrri 1111S speech, dancing, 
and the corrrno sit ion of love songs. The poet :nre strrnably 
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had in mind the versatile, extensively trained Renaissance 
~entleman as exemplified in Sidney and rtaleigh (84:127). 
Gremio advised the young suitor to read books of love 
to his lady, but Antipholus of Syracuse in The Comedy of 
~rrors, believed in individual expression. 
Sweet mistress,- wh8t your nB~e is else, I 
know not, 
Nor by what wonder you do hit of mine, -
Less in you.r knowledf!e anrl your .crace you show 
not 
rrhan our earth's wonder, more than earth divine. 
Teach me, dear creature, how to think and S!Jeak; 
Lay open to my eart~ly-gross conceit, 
Smother'd in errors, feeble, shallow, weak, 
'rhe folded meanine; of your word's deceit. 
Against my soul's pure truth, why labor you 
To make it wander in an un1uwwn field? 
Are you a ~od? would you create me new? 
rrransform me then, and to your power I~ll yield 
(59:III,2,28-40). 
An unfaithful lover was held in defame yet encouraged 
to hicle his infidelity from his wife. A truly ideal 
courtier would never deceive any one (5~:III,2,l-8). 
A typically Renaissance idea, which bears the mark of 
the sixteenth century, is that love rose in the liver (53: 
IV,l,224-35); this liverish product erased the constancy of 
friendship and ~elted faith in the blood (53:II,l,l78-89). 
Tb.e fervor of the passion, stimulated an unusual literary 
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style which resnlted in this form of love-letter: 
Bv heaven, that thou art fair, is most infallible; 
truP, that art beauteous, truth in itself, that thou art 
lovely. More fairer than fair, beautiful than beauteous, 
truer than truth itself, have com:rn.iser~tion on thy heroical 
vassal! The magnanimous and most illustrate king Cophetua 
set eye upon the pernicious and indubidlOus beggar Zenelophon; 
and he it was that might rightly say, Yeni, vidi, vici; 
which to annothanize in the vulr,ar, - basd and obscure 
vulr.;ar! videlicit, He caJll.e, saw and overcame: he came, one; 
saw, two; overcame, three; vVho came? the king: vVhv did he 
come? to see: why did he see? to overcome: to whom came he? 
to the bef?'[~ar: what saw he? the beggar: who overcame he? the 
begg~r. The conclusion is victory: on whose side? the . 
king's. The captive is enriched: on whose side? the beggar's. 
rrhe catastrophe is a nuptial: on whose side? the kin?' s: no, 
on both ln.-· one, or one in both. I am the king; for so 
stands the comparison: thou the begg:arl for so witnesseth 
thy lowliness. Shall I co~and thy love? I may: shall I 
enforce thy love? I could: shall I Bntreat thy love? I will, 
What shalt:~thou exchange for rags? robes; for tittles? 
titles; for thyself? me. Th11s, expecting th:v reply, I 
profane my lips on thy foot~ my eyes on thy picture, and my 
heart on th? ever? part. Thine, in the dearest design of 
industry. 
Don Adriano De Armada (48:IV,l,60-89). 
It affected the conventional conduct of courtiers 
and wiaeneQ the intellectual scope of women. Isabella d'Este, 
a charming figure of the permod, redeemed feminine mistakes 
by virbJ;e of her exceptional character, highly developed 
intellect, and social grace. She Wfl.S the human ideal .. of 
womanhood, and possessed the essential qualities of noble 
. birth, lack of affectation and =.curiosity, ROodne ss, e:race, 
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attractive cleverness, and an active wit; she was n~t 
tou~hed by the sins of haughty envy, slander, wantonness, 
or contentiousness; she was the reali.?.:ation of Casti"glione' s 
hope. Juliet and Desdemona resemble her in their high 
principles and gracious manners (9:188-00). 
Shakespeare's nlavs contain certain references to 
... .J... ~· 
feminine virtues. He,like Gonzaga, believed that i:f' a 
woman came from gentle stock and noble kind ·(55:V,l,67-69), 
she would be likely to possess beauty, wisdon, and modesty 
(35:11,3,246-48), but if she forgot her noble. origin, honour, 
and virtue she wpuld defi~e nobility (45:II,l,lg4-95; (II) ). 
Lady Blanche and Juliet are almost perfect sp.ecimens of the 
feminine comrlement dJo the ideal courtier. 
Women had not achieved qquality with men; va.lentine's 
analysis of woman's ways is enlightening: 
A woman sometimes scorns what best contents her. 
Send her another; never give her o'er; 
For scorn at first makes after love the ~ore. 
If she do frown, 'tis not in hate of you, 
But rather to beget more love in you: 
If she do chide, 'tis not to have you gone; 
For why, the fools are mad, if left alone. 
Take no repulse, whatever she doth say; 
For 'get you gone', she doth not mean'away'! 
Flatter and praise, commend, extol their graces; 
Though ne'er so black, say they have anEel's 
faces. 
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That man hath.a tmngue, I say is no man, 
If he with his ton~ue cannot win a woman 
(68:III,l;93-105). 
Certain of Shakespeare's courtiers disregarded the rules 
of good etiquette; on the other hand, many reflected the 
ideals of courtly conduct and discipline. rrhe noble 
gentleman, endowed by birth and training to take gis place at 
court, tried to be charming and interesting at all times. 
Young Emglishman, like Roger Ascham, sometirr1es 
reeeived their education cim the fundrunentals of courtly 
deportment in the homes of friendly lords. There is a 
reference to this practice in Richard II when Percy offers 
hfus tender, raw, young services to Bolingbroke. 
A~'ter an inexperienced nobleman acquired·the necessary 
·knowledge and training, he might ultimately gain an advisory 
position, such as that filled by Northumberland (56:III,3, 
114-32). 
Shakespeare watched the teend of this movement, and 
influenced by current standards, he too lists detailed 
instructions for courtly ~onduct. His ideas follow , 
Casti~lione's advice to observe the prince: 
• • • 
Therefore omit him not; blunt not his love, 
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Nor lose the good advantage of his grace 
By seeming cold or careless of his will; 
For he is gracious, if he be observed: 
He hath a tear for pity and a hand 
Open as day for melting charity; 
Yet notwiths~anding, being incensed, his flint, 
As humorous as winter and as sudden 
As flows congealed in the spring o'f day. 
His temper, therefore, must be well observed: 
Chide him for fm1lts, and do it reverently, 
vVhen you perceive his blood inclined to mirth; 
But, being moody, give him line and scope, 
Till that his passions,like a whale on ground, 
Confound themselves with working. Learn this, 
Tl:].omas, 
And thou shalt prove a shelter to thy frimnds, 
A hoop of gold to bind thy brothers in, 
That the united vessel of their blood, 
Yingled with the venom of suggestion-
As, force perforce, the age will pour it in -
Shall never leak, though it do work as strmng 
As aconitum or rash gunpowder (43:IV,4,27-48). 
The ideal nobleman at court bore hmmself like a 
gentleman, living a virtuods and well-~ov~rned life (58:1, 
5,67-76). ~ TempeBt is rich in allusions to eoyal 
activities. The play is written in an autumnal tone, a 
mellow light, and melancholy mood. The intellectual 
faculties of the haro are concerned not only with life, but 
also with death. Prospera is an example of a nobleman who 
sought the wealth contained in simplicity. 1'his scholar-
prince was contented with food and water, the necessary 
garments, and his books (62:1,2,159-68). Stuart Sherman's 
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character study is exceptionally clear cut: 
For ProsiJero, the peculiarly luminous.mirror of Shakespeare's 
nmind an0 Jl'lanner", the solemn pa"'ea'Ylts of the phenomenal 
world have lost their imposing and substantial character, 
have somethin~ for him of the nature of the cloud-wrack 
and dream-stuff; and he reflects, in his sessions of solitary 
thought, with a certain philosophic compassion upon the 
emotions and pursuits of mortals who follow, hot-footed and 
eager, the flying feet of time (88:459). · . 
The courtiers who conformed with every rule of conduct 
and discipline warranted the praise, "How smooth and even 
they do bear themselves" (45:II,2,3), because their actions 
and thoughts were coordinated and moved harmoniously. They 
avoided harsh rage, defects in manners, want of government, 
conceit, haughtiness, and opinionated disdain; but 
assiduously embraced anything t~at smacked of greatness, 
courage, or refinement (42:III,l,l80-90). 
The courtier's personality and manners attracted his 
compfJ.nions. He was treated like Antipholus of Syracuse who 
was mistaken for Antipholus of Ephesus: 
rrhere' s not a man I meet but doth salute me, 
As if I were their well-acquainted friend; 
And every one doth call me by my name. 
Some tender money to me; some invite me, 
Some other give me thanks for kindResses; 
Some offer me·commodities to buy: 
Even now a tailor call'd me in his shop 
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And show'd me silks that he had bought for me 
And therewithall took measure of my body 
(59:IV,3,1-9). 
rrhe courtier employe.d all the arts and wiles of his 
profession when addressing his lord: 
Clarence. Doth the king call? 
Warwick. Vl.lhat ;·,could your majesty? (How fares your grace?) 
(43:IV,5,49-50). 
The ~entleman emphasized the kindness and love He felt toward 
him (45:(III),IJI,3,49-57), interlarding his speech with 
nraise and admiration • 
.L 
The ignoble courtier, however, was non sincere ·in his 
relations with his p~ince; instead he slyly plotted against 
him (46:III,4,56-70). He is responsible for thfus·very 
uncomplimentary opinion of courtiers: 
By the Lord, thou art a traitor to say so, thou. 
wouldst make an absolute courtier; and the firm fixture of 
thy foot would give an excellent notion to thy gait in a 
semi-circled farthingale. I see what thou wert, if Fortune 
thy foe were not, Nature thy friend (5l:III,3,64-69). 
Such a base attendant lacked the quality of mercy, "the 
attitude of God himself", which became the"throned monarch 
better than his throne~ {60:IV,l,l88-95). 
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In place of virtue he used flattery, a "false faced 
soothing" (37:1,9,43-44) and sometiroes merited inclusion in 
a sweeping condemnation in which scholars, lawyers, courtiers 
.and f~entlemen were termed tfalse caterpillars" (45:(II), 
IV,4,36-37). 
Timon bitterly e:acelaims aboutthe'tvne which.isttfie 
v ..... 
exact antithesis to Castizlione's ideal: 
• • • Most smiling, smooth, detested paras.i te s, 
Courteous de strayers, affable wolves, meek bears 
You fools of fortune, trencher-friends, time's 
flies, 
Cap-and-knee slaves, vapours, and minute jacks! 
(64:III,6,104-07). 
Pericles synthesizes the creed of an unworthy courtier 
h h "B t ld t · n (55 w en .L e says, -"ow cour e sy wou seem o cover s1n, : 
I,l, 121). 
Sir Tho~as Overbury in his Chara~ters, (1614), 
describes this blot on the Renaissance in a satirical yet 
definitive manner: 
A courtier to all men's thinking is a man, and to most men 
the finest; all things else are defined by the pnderstanding, 
but this by the senses: but his surest mark is, thti.Lt he is . 
to be found only about princes. He s~ells; and putteth 
away much of his· judgement about the situation of his 
clothes. He knows no :man that is not r.;enerally knoo,. His 
~ > ' ' '' • ~ ~ I 
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wit, like the marigold, openeth with the sun, and therefore 
he riseth not before ten of the clock. He puts more confi-
dence in his words than meaning, and more in his pronunci-
ation than in his words. Occas$on is his Cupid, and he hath 
but one rece~pt of making love. He follows no thing but · 
inconstancy, admires nothing but beauty, honours nothing 
but fortune, loves nothing. The sustenance of his discourse 
is news, ami his censure like a shot, dppends upon .the 
charainu. ne is not if he ~e out of court; but fishlike 
breathes destruction, if out of his own element. Neither his 
motion nor asrect are re~ular, but he moves by the upper 
snheres, an~ is the reflection of higher substances. 
· If you fi.nd him not here, you shall in Paul's, with 
a nick-tooth in his hat, a cape-cloak and a long stocking 
(76:1~6-97). 
Overbur;v' s ro:roments are corroborated by Jacques i.n As You 
Like J1: 
0 worthy fool! One that hath been a courtier, 
And says, if ladies be but young and fair, 
Thev have the gift to know it: and in his brain, 
vVhich is as drv as the Y'eJTlainder biscuit 
After a voyaEe: he hath strange places cramm'd 
With observations 1 the which he vents In mangled forms \36:11,7,36-42). 
Romeo is a contrast to this tj~e; he assumes noble 
nroT~ortions in the nurse's descrintion: 
J. ~ 
Your love says, like an honest gentmiman, and a 
courteous and a kind, and a handsome, "nil I warrant, a 
virtuous. ~58: II, S, 57-59). 
In contrast to the ,aesirable martial virtues displayed 
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1n the character of Caesar, is the bold picture of this 
lord's deficiencies: 
('arne there a certain lord, ne~t anct trim.mly 
dress a, 
Fresh as a bridegroom,and his chin~ew reap'd, 
Sh,w'd like a stubble~land at harvest-home: 
He was nerfurned like a"milliner, 
And 'tw1xt his finger and his thumb he held 
A nouncet-box, which ever and anon 
rte-gave his nose and took't away again; 
'vVho therewith angry when it next come there, 
Took it in a snuff: and still he smiled and 
talk'd; 
And as the soldiers bore dead bodies by, 
he call'd them untaur·ht knaves, ummannerly, 
To bring a slovenly unhandsome corpse 
Betwixt the wind and his nobility t42:I,3,30-45) 
The preceding passage is a sound description of the type · 
of man whom the court writers endeavored to eradicate from 
society. 
The courtier, sometimes on account of economjc 
pressure, was forced to collect all that he could. His 
future was unpredictable. Lords cast off their follovvwrs 
in the fullness of time (4S:IV,4,67-78), after they had 
been squeezed of service and stripped of knowledge ( 39;: l'J, 
2,15-21). 
The environment provided by the luxurious appointments 
of the court affected the gentleman and stamped a distinct 
.. • 
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mark upon him: 
~erd. Are you a courtier, an't like you, sir? 
AiltOcl~~ns. 1;v11ether it like me or no, I am a courtier. 
Leest thou not the air of the court in these enfoldin~s 
Hath 'not my sa.it in it the measure of the court? o 
Receive$ not thy nose court odor from me? Reflect I 
Not on thy baseness court-contempt? Think'st thou, for 
that I iisinuate, or touse from thee thy business, I 
therefore am no courtier? I am courtier cap-a-pie, 
and one 'chat will either push on or pluck back thy 
busi~ess the~e; wher~upon I commerl.d thee to open thy 
affa1r (63:Iv,4,752-63) • 
.An aristocratic physiognomy showed when the courtier 
was true and loyal, upright ~nd just, or when his humility 
became insolence, his affable manner became peremptory, his 
mildness evolved into pride (45:(II),III,l,4-l2). 
A still sadder spectacle i$ that described by Henry 
VIII, and it may have. originated in some Tudor gentleman: 
The r·entleman is learn 'd, and a most rare 
speaker; 
To nature none more bound; his training such 
That he may furnihh and instruct r;reat teachers, 
.Ana neve'r see·k out aid for himself. Yet see, 
\IVhen these so noble benefits shall nrove 
Not well. S.ispos' d, the JTlind rrowing"" once corrupt, 
They turn· 1 d to vicious fornts, ten times more 
ugly 
Than ever thev were fair. Tnis man so comnlete, 
Vvho was enroll' d 'mongst wonders, and when- we, 
.Almost with
1
ravish'd listening, could not find 
His hour of speech a minute; he, my·lady, 
I 
l 
j 
Hath into monstrous habits put the Eraces 
That once were his, and is become as black 
As if besmea~'d in hell (44:I,2,lll-24). 
'M"lysses corrrrn_ends Hector as an immature yet true 
knit:ht who was dignified, just, manly, faithful, and pure, 
kind in peace but vindictive in war; a fir::ure worthy of the 
Renaissance concept of the courtier (66:IV,5,96-ll2). 
Pericles aclrnits himself that he is a gentleman of •ryre, 
·educated in the arts and arms (55:II,3,81-85); Mortimer 
stresses the intellectual attainments of a "worthy gent!eman" 
one who is well-read, affable, valiant, humorous,and patient 
( 42: III ;1 ,165-76) • rrhe manly exercises included in a 
youth's educstion developed his brain·until he aroused the 
enthusiastic admiration of hms companions: 
Hear him but reason in divinity, 
And all-admiring with an inward wish 
You would desire the king were made a_prelate; 
Hear him debate of commonwealth affairs, · 
You would say, it hath been all in all his study: 
List his discourse of war, anll you shall hear 
A fearful battle render'd you in music: 
Turn him to any cause of policy, 
The Gordian knot of it he will unloose (45:I~ 
1,38-46). 
rrhe widened political, sojial,· .r~ligious' and 
iptellectual scope of man's life gave rise to a spirit of 
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democracy. The aristocratic alass and the lower classes 
were not on terms of equality, ·but each felt privileged to 
criticize the other. The inferior groups, stimulated by the 
revolution of thought, dared to condemn the upper classes for 
their lack of consideration. They blamed them for famine, 
usury, and ·restrieti ve statutes, T".e feeling of dissatis-
faction culminated years later in the supremacy of the 
rni~dle class in England (37:1,1,81-89). The ideal courtier, 
outside the pale, however, was never guilty of unkindness, 
but endeavoured to develop to the hirhest der:ree the quality 
of mercy. 
The dishonest, voin, and bold were jeered at (66:II,3, 
130-136) , while the ceremonious courtier stood out as a 
paragon, 
••• Courtiers as free, as debonair, unarm'd, 
As bendinr; an~els; tbat's their fame i!' peace: 
But when they would seeJYl solftiers, they have galls 
Good arms, strong joints, true swords, and Jove's 
accord (66:1,3,235-38). 
Antenor in L'roilus and Cressida minp:led all the 
~ -· _., 
excellencies of shrewd wit·, sound judgement, and :rroper 
manners (66: I ,2, 206-09)·. 
Parolles amusingly n,arrates the perfect courtier's 
I 
l 
: I i 
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activities: 
l am so full of businesses. I cannot answer thee 
acutely. I will return perfect courtier; in the which, my 
instruction shall serve to naturalize thee, so thou wilt 
be ca~able of·a courtier's counsel and understand what 
advic~ shall t~rust upo~ thee; else thou diest in thine 
unthankfulness, and thine ignorance makes thee away: 
farewell. When thou hast leisure, sa:r thy prayers; when 
thou hs:tst none, remember thy friends; (34:1,1,22-29). 
But this clescription neglects the obeisances and reverence 
due a sovereign. 
Deatrice., presaging femininism by her independent 
spirit, deplores the state in which manhood is melted into 
courtesy, valour into compliment, and men are merely show 
(53:IV,l,315-24). The gentleman to whom she referred 
belonged to the grour of parasitical flatterers who besieged 
every prince's court. Shakespeare, fresh fro:rn his contacts 
with Elizabeth and her nobles, may have been so impressed 
by their contemptible actions that he caustically exposed 
this derogatorv type. ;fhe shallow individuals of the same 
frame of min1 were scoffed at by Gonzaga and the noble 
personages at 1Jrbino. In Italy flatter:r was shunned; in 
England, 
l'he;v do abuse the king that flatter him: 
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For flatterv is the bellows blows up sin 
'(55: I, 2, 38-30) • 
A flatterer, so base, so dishonest·, without manhood or 
fellowship ~142:I,2,154-57) may have felt with Falstaff, 
I was as virtuouslv riven as a r::entleman need.be 
(42:III,3,l94-85). 
Gloucester meditated as he watched cunning cheats surpass 
him in rank anc lime, and he bitterly pictures the ignoble 
courtier (57:I,3,47-50). 
There is a sort of universal tend.ency in every age, 
whether it be self-satisfied or humble, to believe that 
glory rests in the past. In King Henry VI , Talbot 
ruminates, 
When first this order was ordain'd my lords, 
Kni~hts of the garter wePe of noble birth, 
Valtant and virtuous, full of haughty courage, 
Such as were grown to credit by the wars; 
Not earinc death, nor shrinking: for distress 
But always re~lute in most extrewAs 
rte then that is not furnish'd in this~sort 
T::oth but usurp the sacred name of kni,e:ht, 
"P L' • th ·- t h bl d ~ro1.an1nr; "Is mos _onoura e or er, 
And should if I were worthy. to be judge, 
Be quite degraded, like a hedge-born swain 
That doth presume to boast of gentle blood 
(45:IV,l,33-44). 
~: . ' 
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A synthesis of the elements of a courtier's life 
wo·,,ld include the essentials already mentioned: verity, 
justice, temperance, stableness, bounty, perseverance, 
mercy, liliwliness, devotion, patience, courage, and 
fortitude, all enumerated by }iia.lcolm (4g:IV,3,91-94). 
:rhe impeccable courtier lives in the drama, The 'rwo 
Gentlem~n of Verona: 
Yet hath Sir Proteus, for that's his name, 
Made use and fair advantage of his days; 
his years but youngi but his ex~erience old; 
Bis head unmellow'd, but his judgement ripe; 
And in a word, for far behind his worth 
Comes all the praises that I now bestow. 
He is complete in faature and in mind 
With all e:ood grace to grace a gentleman 
. (68:II,4,67-74). 
?ermection assumes imperfection in society, so the 
figure of the apish common courtier swaggers a«roes 
Shake sne a.re' s stage. \llb.en he passes could Antony say of 
hiTfl that 'vhich he said of Caesar? 
His life was gentle, and the elements 
So mix'd in him that Nature mi~ht stand up, 
And say to all the world 'This was a man!' 
lienrv VI fits int0 this category. As he surveys his own 
' , ' ' . 
life. and m'mners the k1l),g; knows within himself that he was 
\/ .. \··· 
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courteous: thoughtfully grantine; demands, pitying those 
suffering with wounds, and showing mildness and mercy, but 
tur>ninz away from avarice (45:(III),IV,8,38-50),. 
Cloten resembles .h.ing Henry in his commendatory 
self-a~ur~isal; perhaps consc1ous of the tenets of 
Cast~Glione's doctrine, he complacently lauded his figure, 
his youth, his strugg:le, his bi:i>th1 his education, and his 
serv1ce. Cloten maintains that it is not vain-glory for a 
"man and his glass to confer in his chamber" (38:IV,l,7-16). 
Gl·,ucester, another nobleman. believestthat looking-gl9.sses 
and tailors are complementary adjuncts of fashioJj. (57:1, 
2, 256-58). 
tTacques in As Yau Like It cynir-ally presents the 
courtier: 
Jacaues. Good my lord, bid hirr welcome. This is the 
I motley-minded gentleman that I have so often met ln 
the forest: he hath been a courtier, he swears. 
Touchstone. If any man do11bt that, let him put me to 
------.:mv- purrration. I have trod a :measure; I have flattered 
au1ady; I have been politic with'my friend, smol]th 
with mine enemy; l have undone three tailors; I have 
had four quarrels, and like to have fought one. 
Jacques. And· how was that ta'en up? 
"Touchstone. Faith, we met, and found the quarrel was 
was upon the seventh cause" · 
·Jacques. - How seventh «quse? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Touchstone. Upon alle seven times removed ••• as thus, 
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sir. I did dislike the cut of a certain cour.tier Is 
beard; he sent me word, if I said his beard was not 
cut well, he was in the mind it was: this is called 
the "retort courteous". If I sent him word again,it 
was not ~ell-cut, he would send me word, he cut it to 
please h~~sel~: this is c8lled the "quip modest". If 
again, jt was not well-cut, he disabled my judgement; 
t h · · J J a th n 1 h 1· h" Tf · · t ..1s 1s ca ___ e e rep y c ur 1s • __ ae;a1n, 1 
was not cvt well, he would answer, I spake not true: 
this is called the "reproof valiant";: if again, it 
was not well-cut, he would sayA I lie: this is called 
the ncounter-eheck ~uarrelsome : and so on to the 
"lie circvmstantial and the "lie direct" (36:V,4, 
40-54 an~ 71-86). 
fhe cou:btly and patrician men: Caesar, Antonio, 
Bassanio, Henry IV, and Proteus stand beside the mcomparable 
Romeo, the great Italiam ever yearning for rermection, 
Sh8;kespeare's enduring pattern of the lover. 
Shakespeare, alwavs the astute psychologist, might 
watch the progress of a romance in one year; in another 
C"eate a vivid t?:nd memorable character,Macbeth, a notential 
J. 
courtier, "· man of power and glory, a man with a real sense 
olfi valuef. until the witches aroused his ambition, en·vy, 
and mali,...e. 
Two courtiers remain for consideration, Laertes and 
Hamlet. Osric describes Laertes as, 
••• an absolute gentleman, full of most excellent 
differences, of,v.eey soft society and g-reat showing: 
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indeed to speak feelin~lv of him, he is the card or 
calendar 0f gen:b:by:, for you shall find in him the 
continent of what part a ~entleman wo.uld see (39:V, 
2, 110-16). 
Apparently he had followed Polonius' advice to his son: 
••• And these few precepts in thy memory 
See thou character. Give thy thouzhts no tongue, 
Nor any nnproporti'on'd thought his act. 
Be thou faJTliliar, but by no weans vulgar. 
The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried, 
Grapple them to thy soul with hoops-of steel; 
But do not dull thy palm with entertainment 
Of each new-hatch'd, unfledg'd comrade. Beware 
Of entrance to s. quarrel; but bein~· in, 
Bear't that the opposed may beware of thee. 
Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice; 
'l1ake each mfln' s censure, but reserve thy judgement. 
Costly t~w habit as thy purse can buy, 
But not express'd in fancy; rich, no~ gaudy; 
For the apparel oft proclaims the J!lan, 
And they in France of the best rank and station 
Are most select and generous in that. 
Neither a borrower nor a lender bel 
For loan oft loses both itself and friend, 
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry. 
This above all: to thine own self be true, 
And it must follow, as the night the day 
Thou canst not then be false to any man ~39:1,3,58-80). 
Looming above all the other noblemen id Hamlet, the 
ern.bodiment of nobility in thought and deed, (unti_l his 
mental derangement), the highest example in Enr;lish drama 
of the Italian ideal set forth in Il Corte~iano. Hamle~ 
- ~-'-
is the gracious host as he welcomes the actoBsj 
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Gentlemen, you are wei~nme to Elsinore, Your 
hands, come then: the appurtenance of welcome is 
fashion and reremony. Let me comply with you in the 
sarb, lest my extent to the players:r,t which , I tell 
you, must show fairly outvvard, should F': re appear 
like entertainment than yours. You are welcome 
but my uncle-father and aunt-mother arc deceiv'd 
(39:II,2,287-94). 
According to Brailley, Hamlet broods over his mother>' s 
~econd mrrriag:e. 
l'rom what was he paralyzed? - From the ideal of courtiership; 
and especially from that phase of it which refarded woman as 
the inspiration and mainstay of courtl~mess (9:xiv). 
Hamlet, t4e strone;, coura:eous, comely courtier-
prince, perceived beauty and goodness as nne and indisso-
luble. Not only was he a patron of art and music, a skilled 
fencer, an apt scholar, a ready wit, a brilliant ' 
conversationalist, but also a faithful friend. l1.8Jnlet' s 
manner of speech, his all embracing vocabulary, his freedom 
and dignity of utterance, his recklessness, and nonchalance 
fulfill Castiglione's ideal; Hamlet, the idealist and 
hu.,~anist is true, the fine crystallization into words of 
a great mind, a perfect courtier, who might have lived in the 
sppreme heyday 0f Elizabethan culture. 
•. i ' 
~------~--------------~--------~ .11 
·,,,:;;J --~-{~lt_o~L:t,.~L. -~-(. 
CONCLUSION 
Shakespeare is the product of the Renaissance. he 
has erected to that cultured a[e an immortal monument 1n 
his dramas and -poetry. He has transmitted into words l:is 
vivid impressions of life, universalizing them in his works. 
He portrays with unyielding truth the characters and status 
of contemporary England. He lifted this mediocre theme, 
however, to the empyrean heights of great literature 
because of his lofty spirit, high ideals, and nowwrful 
beauty. 
Though like his princely hero, he does n~t fail to 
"remember the poor creature, small beer, life and humanity 
are for him invariably possessed of a nobler meaning than 
can be disderned by the self-deluded realist, Iago, or 
many soullessly objective authors of Jacobean comedy. ·Thus, 
Shakespeare's plays always infer, behind the material 
phenomBna of existence, - the suckling of fools and 
chronicling of small beer, - moral and imaginative issues 
which determine the dramatic standards of value and inspire 
the answer to ever-- problem presented (5:3g4). 
His most despicavle courtier, Iago, does not sink 
to the level of the fawning Gavestmn in Edward II, non 
does his heartiest noble, Falstaff, completely overlook 
the natural law. His most amusing delineations of the 
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satirized courtier are never so mercilessly exnosing as 
those in fhe Duchess of Malfi. 
The aristncratic characters are surrounded with a 
halo oM prestige, and are respectfully reverenced by their 
inferiors (69:34). 
The purpose of Polonius in Hamlet, quite apRrt from his 
share in the action, is principally to create an atmosphere 
of the Court. If we imagine this figure to be removed the 
whole aspect of the Danish Court is changed. rle is the 
Lord Cha3: berlain who by constantly taking up a respectful 
attitude toward the members of the royal house pives them 
their proper backcround, and by his fawning on them even 
in familiar conversation sets off and draws attention to 
their dignity. This obsequiousness and devotion to the 
Court are perfectly genuine in him. His part in the play 
is principally to represent a true servant of the Crwwn. 
The best proof that this is Shakespeare's own intention 
is again furnished by Polonius' self-characterization; 
he says of himself 
'-
I hold my duty as I hold my soul 
Both to my God and to my gracious king. 
This imnression is confirmed by the reflection of his 
character in the minds of the King and Queen(69:~~). 
Henry IV develops the ideal of kinely service, 
capacity, justice, and patriotic fervor (5:336). M~st of 
the other sovereigns resemble him in possessing to some 
degree the assets of royal line~ge excepting Richard II 
who is the only artificial monarch (5:327). 
I ' 
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Shakesneare's ('reatest characters are intellectually 
keen and distinctly individual. E.E.Stoll is convinced 
that the dramatist was true to the snirit of the Renaissance 
because his heroes cherish fame and worship glory as do the 
heroes of French, Spanish, and Italian dramas and romances 
(71:472). 
In this analysis of Shakespeare's treatment of the 
courtier as an exemplification of the Renaissance ideals 
of courtly conduct and discipline, the effort haw been 
made to isolate the ideals suggested and sponsored by 
Castiglione, Della 8asa, Wilson, and Ascham; to establish 
instances in Shakespeare's dramas where these sbandards 
are either observed or neglected; to estimate Shakespeare's 
respect for Henaissan«e ideals. 
'rhe Italian principles have been too often rei terahed 
to need repetition here. The quotations from the plays 
were selected ana presented as evidenae of Shakespeare's 
interest in the courtier's heritage, requirements, training, 
dress, philosoph·.' of conduct, and attitude toward friend-
ship and love. Several courtiers were subjected to 
particular study in order to illustrate in them the 
influence of the sixteenth-century standards on Shakespeare 
... 
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in his portrayal of a courtier's character and personality. 
From this study two conclusions may be drawn: First, 
that Shakespeare i~ in~luenced by the contemporary norms 
of courtly conduct and discipline, and that he inspired 
· the characters of his courtiers with some of the existing 
ideals of mannerSJ and at' the·'; same time with their human 
weaknesses. Second, although Shakespeare presents the 
imperfect as well as the perfect courtier, his s~71Tlpahhies 
rest only in the man who makes every endeavor to follow 
the high ideals and strict rules of cou_rtly conduct. His / 
philosophy of conduct e:a:acted the hir:hest mode of life from 
men. 'rhis 1s apparent in his ideal courtiers, who appear 
even more worthy, more virile, when corrpared to the 
parasitical gentlemen. 
Fr. Tolman's appreciation of Shakespeare sums up 
the situation in a concise manner: 
Man so delighted him, and woman did, that he transcended at 
times the limitations of,his own class, ano felt his way to 
a very clear expression of some of the choicest ideas that 
we associate with the conception of democracy. No one has 
expre~sed more effectively than Shakespeare the great truths 
that rank and honor should be the re~ard of proved merit; 
that the settled opinion of the entire peo~le is probably 
rirht; that birth is of small importance in comparison 
with worth; and that fa·ithful love, irrespective of rank, is 
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the greatest thing in the world. Shakespeare has not 
expressed all the truth about human nature and society, 
for all time; but who else has expressed so mnch? rrake 
him for all in all, we shall hardly look upon his like 
again (73:$$). 
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